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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to investigate

the role a teacher's ideology plays in the process of

cultural learning in secondary school classrooms. It
1s assumed that the learning which occurs within
school classrooms is more than just the overt, cognitive

lessons of the curriculum; the "hidden curriculumrr is
being learned as well-, often without the awareness of

those it most affects--teachers and students. Learning

"appropriate mascufine and femlnj-ne behaviours"--

learning about sex/gender roles--is the kind of learning

significant to this study.

Through a questionnaire and interview selection
procedure, three teachers are identified as holding

different sex-role ideologies, along a continuum from

traditional to androgynous. An ethnographyr conslsting

of observations over a two-month period, is detailed. and

experiences occurring in the classrooms of the three

teachers who volu¡teer to participate in the study are

shown.

Ldhat emerges from the participant observation

period are no overt sex differences in attitude toward

or treatment of males and females in any class, but

rather three very dlstinct mechanisms by which cultural
learning, especially sex-role learning: occurs. These

mechanisms --por,^/er, kinesics and sexuality--are deflned
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and then compared and contrasted as they affect the

cultural learníng in each of the three teacherrs classes.

In concl-usion, it can be said that ethnographic

methodology is very useful for studying the culture of

classrooms, provided that the ethnographer is a\^rare

of the problems which are possible when this technique

is used within trad.itlonal institutions such as schools.

Through thls ethnography it is clear that a teacher's

ideology, especially sex-role ideology, does have an

effect upon the cultural learning which occurs 1n the

cl-assroom, and that students are being taught significant
lessons in covert, i:nobtrusive \^rays. The way a teacher

uses poì¡ier, kinesics and sexuality is related to her

belief system and allows her to play the role of teacher

in ways which exemplify her idea of appropriate class-

room behaviour.

Finally, although only three mechanisms of

cultural learning are identified, the importance of

r:nderstanding how learning occurs in schools is brought

to the fore. Most significantly, the rol-e the teacher

plays in influencing learning and educatj-onal change is

emphasized. It is hoped that future studies will uncover

more mechanisms of cultural learni-ng wh1le at the same

time recognizing the important role the teacher plays

in any process of cultural- learning in schools.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE PURPOSE OF TITE STUDY

Feminism and the womenrs movement have aroused

the interest and attention of many people throughout

the 1960s and a97Os. Educators from pre-s chool to
university are j-ncreasingly more concerned about the

issues of sexism in schools, and much needed studies,

especially in the areas of bias in textbooks and currj_-

cuh.im change,have begun to emerge. fn addition to

textbooks and curricula, however, people also play a

large role in the educational process, and educators

are beginning to investigate the part of teachers

in changing that educational system. Florence Howe

r¡ri tes :

. the teacher is the single most powerful
influence on childrenrs school lives--more
important, I believe, than textbooks or other
curricular materials. \dhen teachers' cþange, I

so d.oes everything in their classrooms. I

Howe is making a plea for non-sexist teacher training,
but her statements are significant even taken in another

1ight.

If a teacher is the "single most poi,uerful

influencert or even one of the most powerful influences
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aon students;' then that teacher's ideology,in particular

ser-role ideology, will also affect the students in
his or her classes. Studies to date, although they

have been useful in the areas for which they ',¡¡ere

written (e.g.: sex bias in textbooks, sex stereotyping

in career counsel11ng, male dominance at i-miversities),

do not investigate the impact of the ideology of the

classroom teacher--the one closest to the students--

upon the students and what they l-earn in school"

The fact that few researchers have studied any

aspects of a teacherrs be11ef systern and its effects
on students woul-d be of l-ittle consequence if both

teachers and students vrere robot-like automatons

sub ject only to teaching and learning "the curriculurn".

i.e., the subject lessons of English, i.nathematics,

geôgraphy and the like. Hornrever, this is not the

case. Phillip Jackson in his pioneerlng work, Life in
Classrooms3 and others such as Spindler and Silberman4

have shown that the 'thidden curriculumrr--the repetitious
and continual rrincidental learningrr which students in
schools experience in contact with one another, with

the teacher, with the rituals and rufes of the school

and with the subtle meanings in textbooks (ttre unwritten

agenda of activities ) often has much more impact on

the learning r^¡hich takes place within the culture of

the classroom. For example, Jackson cites the case of
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how children 'rlearnrr what makes a teacher angry:

.every school- ch1ld quickly learns what makes
teachers angry. He learns that in most classTooms
the behaviour that triggers the teacherrs ire has
little to do with wrong answers or other lndicators
of scholastic failure. Rather, it is violations of
institutional expectations that rea1ly get imder
the teacherrs skin. Typically, when a student is
scolded by the teacher it is not because he has
failed to spe11 a word correctly or to grasp the
intricacies of long division. He is scolded, more
than likely, for coning into the room late: or for
making too much noise, or for not listening to
d,irectionsr or for pushing while in line. 0ccasj-on1ly,
teachers do become publicly vexed by their students'
academic shortcornings, but to really send the¡r off
on a tlrade of invective, the yoiirlg student soon
d.iscovers, nothing works better than â partially
slrppressed giggle during arithmeti c period. 2

It is through this 'rhidden curriculumrr or system of
rrcultural learningrr that values and attitudes based

on a teacherrs ideology will manifest themselves. A

teacher may be using a non-sexist textbook, but if the

students receive different treatment simply because of

their gender, then the elinination of sexism from all
other components of the educational process would be

tokenism.

The central purpose of this study, then, is to

investigate the inpact of a teacherrs sex*role ideology

on the processes of cultural learni-ng. The purpose

may be further delimited by the positing of trn¡o

research questions: (1) ldhat are the processes of

cultural learning that occur in classrooms at the

secondary school level-? (2) l,tlhat relationship, if âflyr
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d.oes a teacherf s ideology, especially sex-ro1e ideology,

have with these processes of cultural learning?

It should also be noted that this research takes

the form of an exploratory case study. It explores,

in several classrooms, the observed interaction between

students and their teachers who differ in sex-ro1e

1d,eo1ogy.

Any nrmber of methods are available to d.etermine

a teacher's ideology, including sex-role orientations

and gender role preferences. The works in this area

by Rosencrantz et. uL. ,6 Bemr7 and Brogan and Kutner8

are of particular significance here. The difficulty
arises when one attenpts to investigate cultural
learning. For thís stud.y is was i-mperative that the

research be based, on actual classroom interaction

between teachers and students. To carry out investi-
gations of classrooms and schools, educational researchers

have recently turned to a tool of the anthropologist--

ethnography--or natural-istic observatlon. Although many

sociologists such as Erving Goffman, I^Iilliam ldhyte,

Herbert Gans and Robert and Helen Lynd have undertaken
rrfieldrr or rrqualitative" Tesearch, Phillip Jackson Ïras

among the first educators to examine the activlties of

everyday living with onefs own environment to discover

new ways of interpreting how individuals relate to one

another. Jackson points out:
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0n1y as we remember that each classroom minute
is one of milfions of similar minutes experienced
by millions of persons and by each person millions
of times, are we led to look elosely at the details
of the events before us. Considered slngly, many
aspects of classroom life look trivial. Arrd, in
a sense, they are. It is only when their cumulative
occurrence is considered that the realization of
their ful-l importance begins. to emerge. Thus, in
addition to looking at the doninant features of
instructlonal interchanges and the overall design
of the curriculu:n we must not fail to ponder, as
we watch, the significance of thlngs that coire and
go in a twlnkling--things like a student's ya\Árn or
a teacher's frown. Such transitory events may
contain more information aboul classroom life than
might appear at first glance.9

However, the difficulty in studying what Birenbarrm and

Sagarin have fabeled I'the familiar" lies preclsely in
that rrtaken-f or-granted f amiliarity. " They write :

The most dlfficult things to study scientifically
are the familiar, the stuff out of which our
everyday experienees are constituted. These
taken-for-granted occurrences and. relationships
are elusive and slippery things, providing no
vantage point: flo 'strategic research site,r no
outside perspective or scaffolding on which to
stand. Notice how imcomfortable people get when
they are asked to focus on something they normally
do routinely and unself-consciously, such as walking
down the street. Indeed, people usually take their
own routlne actions and the actions of others for
granted. .1 0

Aside from Jacksonrs advocacy, however, ethnography

is still a relatively new method of research

Few studies have compared the relative merits

in education.

of ethno-

graphic versus statistical methodology in the area of
educational research. As Minuchin, Biber, Shapiro and

Zimiles in their ov¡n ethnographic analysis of two schools

state:
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School environments are often described and in many
\^rays, but al-most never systematically and com-
prehensively or with an eye tor¡¡ard determinlng
their psychological inpact on children. Moreover,
since most procedures for the psychological study
of children have been shaped by the needs of clinical
diagnosis and laboratory experiments, the p.sychological
assessment of the effects of complex, enduring
envi-ronments upon the pattern çf frrnctioning in
children is seldom rmdðrtaken.11

Yet those who have chosen ethnography as their methodolo-

gical framework such as Smith and Geoffreyrl2 Leacock,i3

Minuchin et. al. :14 Joff".115 Lightfoot,l6 Tikunoff
1n -1 Oet. àL. r'( and Tlndallr'o would seem to agree that

detailed, accurate field notes collected in one setting,
over time, can yield mueh more valid and useful

informatlon than any number of statistical instruments

used in isolation from the day-to-day events of the

cul-ture.

In a perceptj-ve article entitled rrAn Ethnography

of Classrooms," Philip E. D. Robinson concurs:

The call in thls essay is for an r-mderstanding of
classrooms as they are to the children, teachers and
parents for whom they are a very pressing reality.
This r¡nderstanding is not tapped by a questionnai-re,
elicited by an hourrs interview or captured on a
sociometrj-c chart, but may be reached through the
persistent observation and shared analysis of thereventsr as they happen. This is not to say that
the questlonnaire, intervi-ew s chedule or sociometric
test have no uses; they have, but should be supple-
mentary to observation. Obsórvation is not a 3imp1e
journey armed with the most sophisticated tape
recorder: or everÌ video tape, into the back of the
nationrs cl-assrooms. There is a danger in fact
that this rjourneyr could become reducational
researchrr l+ith the proliferation of as many rglib'
findings as arlo'discovered' by the ubiquitous
questionnaire.'7
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Given the problem, then: of observing cultural
learning and the impact of a teacher's sex-role id,eology

on that cultural learning, the method most useful to

this study is ethnography. The following chapters

will be devoted to an explanation of the ethnography

which was derived from observation of selected class-
rooms of an urban secondary school.
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CHAPTER T\^/0

CONCEPTUALIZAT]ON OF THE STUDY

Llghtfoot analyzed the politicaÌ ideology of
cfassroom teachers. She \^/as able to concfude that

"the political and social ideologies of teachers are
j-nextricably intertwined with their educational
philosophies'r and that

one evidence of the teacher's political and educational_
philosophy is the way he or she structures the
environment to encourage or dis courage cognitive
reasoning, and elaborate thinking on the part of
children.l

Another aspect of a teacherts ideotogy is the

component of sex-role whlch, like political ideology,
may also be expected to be intertwined with educational

philosophy.

r-d.eology, based on Krech, Crutchfield, Ballachey2

and Mannhein is defined as:

.a belief, doctrine or affirmative which, even
if it is in contradiction to scientific or otherwise
established fact, continues to be propagated for the
sake of its supposed political or social utility.
Once established, the ideology of a group or coqmrylify
serves to regulate the behavior of its members. J

Erik Erikson defines the concept as:

.a coherent body of shared inages, ideas, and.
ideals which, whether based on a formufated é"ogma,

11
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an implicit \¡Iel-tanschauung, a highly structured
world inage, a political creed, orr indeed, a
scientiflc creed (especially if applied to man),
or a 'ruay of life,r provides for the participants
a coherent, if systematically simplified, over-al]
orientatioá in sþace and timä, in means ánd ends.4

English and English define ideology as:

.the complex system of idea, beliefs, and attitudes
that constitutes for an individual or a group, a
total (or at lpast very extensj-ve) philosophy
or world view. ?

In al-l of these definitions, ideology seems

to be synonymous with beliefs and id.eas. Although

English and English point out that ideology may be

individualistic or group-oriented, they and Erikson

state that the end result is a'rworl-d viewrror I'over-

all orientation in space and tlme.'r Krech et. al. r

and Mannheim, emphasize the irratlonality sometimes

caused by maintenance of an ideology when they explain

that desplte contradictory evidence: âr id.eology will
continue to be held because of its "supposed utility.'t

Whereas the English and English as well as the Erikson

d.efinitions view ideology as what it provides for its
proponents, Krech et. al. r and Mannhein poi-nt out the

use an established group ideology can be in terms of

social- control and. behaviour regulation. The latter is
slgnificant when one looks at sex-role ideology and its
commrrni cati on wi thin s chools .

A personrs overall- framework, derived from an

ideology, of course, is a composite of doctrines, some
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of which may compliment one another, others which may

conflict. The political ideology one subscribes to,
for example, may be 1n conflict with the rel-igious
ideology I or educat j-onal ideology. tikewise, a sex-

role ideology is also part of the total framework of
the individual-. Often it is not possible to differentiate
between acti-ons or ideas which are functions of a specific
ideology; of ten, too, onets bel-iefs about an issue,
according to the polltical- ideology will be contradicted
by beliefs governed by another id.eological belief . In
other words, varying categories of beliefs and ideals
make up oners personal framework, and it is this belief
system which causes that individual to hofd. certain
vafues and attitudes and to act in certain \^rays .

Since sex-ro1e ideology is so significant to
this study, 1t is important to define the concept of
sex-role ideology.6 For purposes of this study, sex-

role ideology refers to that system of beliefs, attitudes
and values about the role expectations, behavioural
orientations and personality attributes ascribed to an

individual on the basis of his or her gender. sex-role
ideology provid.es an individual with a perceptual

orientatlon about males and females, mascullnity and

femininlty. sex-role ideology, l1ke any other ideology,
though, is not i-midimensional. Rather, sex-rofe ideology
here is viewed as a set of beliefs along a conti-nuum
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with traditional orientatlons at one extreme, androgynous

perspectives at the other end, and a mixed. set of beliefs
about what constitutes correct roles for men and women

somewhere inbetween the two extremes. The concepts

of trtraditionalr 'r "mixed , rr and il androgynousrt sex-role
ideologies need elaboration. The concept of traditional
relates to maintenartce of convention. \^Iith regard to
sex ro1es, one who holds a traditional ídeology would

see males and females as having very distinct occupa-

tional and behavioural roles based. purely on biological
differenees. This person woufd use historical precedent

as a rationale for the traditional ideology and wou-ld

be resistant to blurring or changing the role d.efinitions
which perpetuate stereotypic rtmascurinityi' and tfemininity.

A person who subscribes to an androgynous s.ex-

role ideology: or the other hand, would. view males and

females as individ.uals who are what they are because

of individual personality and other faetors, not because

of biological sex. Androgyny, fron the Greek andro,

meaning male and gyne, mea¡ing f emale, refers to a blend.

of what are traditionally vi-ewed as mal_e or female

characteristics, values and attitud.es. Proponents of
the concept of and.rogyny include Rossi,T KaplanrB Bemr9

and. Kaplan and Bean.10 Thus the person who holds art

androgynous sex-role ideology, in attempting to look for
positive characteristlcs of both sexes, would see rol-e

il
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differentiation as important in order to permit individuals
to manifest beneficial human qualities which are calfed

for in particular situations. In other words, one who

holds an androgynous sex-role ideology would see no

need for divisions of labour, attitudes or values based.

on sex. The person with the androgynous sex-role ideology,

however, would believe that people and situations should

dictate the attitudes one holds and the behaviours one

exhibits. People are more important than either men

or \¡romen in the views of the advocates of aldrogynous

b ehavi our .

fn the middle r or somewhere between traditional
and androgynous lies the sex-role ideology which has been

termed 'rmixed.'r The person who perceives the world

through a mixed sex-role ideology (probably because of
the a\,üareness of -issues generated by the r,üomenst move-

ment and refated occurrences) would hold some of the

beliefs of both trad.itional and androgynous sex-role

ideologies. 0n the one hand, the sociaLi-zation process

has been effective so that this kind of person has lived
by the traditional norms set by society and governing

both men and women, but on the other hand, is one who,

perhaps intellectually, can see the benefits to individuals
and to society as a whole that androgyny offers. Often

the person holding a mixed sex-role ideology rari11 be

ambivalent about the issues of sex roles and societyr
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and often, too, his or her elrpressed attitudes and

subsequent behavlour wilf be inconsistent. A-mbivalence

is one of the key characeristics of the mixed sex-role

i deolo gy.

No matter which sex-role ideology a person

subscribes to, perhaps not all of that personrs

attltudes or behaviours will reflect an ideal type.

For example, the person holding a mixed sex-role

ideology could be androgynous in what he or she thinks
about the characteristics, responsibilities and role
prescriptions of other men or women, but very tradltional
in how he or she views him- or herself in an identicar-
situation. fn other words, it would probably be the

rare individual who is totally androgynous or totally
trad.itional.11

If one is to observe teachers and students in
schools, one needs to r.lnderstand school_ culture. The

classic anthropological d,efiniti-on of the concept of
I'culturerr is that of E. B. Tylor who defined it as:

.that complex whole which includes knonrledge,
belief, art, morals, custom, and any other capabíli-
ties and.þabits acquired by man as a member of
s oci ety .12

0ther anthropologists and sociologists, depending upon

which school of thought they advocate, have developed.

and modified Tylor's conception. For example, Kluckhohn

has defined the concept as:
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. the total life way of a people, the social_
legacy the individual acquires from his group.
0r. . . as that part gI the environment that is
the creation of man. lJ

More recently, Nisbet has said:

A nuclear weapon, a high-rise office building, a
pattern of family life, religione friendship,
morality, language, life style generally, as well
as each of the prescribed ways we interact with
others, is a part of culture. Beliefs, codes of
1aw, systems of philosophy, esthetic, moral, and
utilitarian values, all of these as well as the
simdry machines , gadgets , and phys i cal s tructures
l/e find in all human societies are culture.
Behind each j-s a Wêy of thought or behaviour that
has been fearned. r+

Talcott Parsons, however, was able to point out the

consistency within all the definitions when he wrote:

.first,. . .culture 1s transmitted, it con-
stitutes a heritage or a social tradition; secondly,

.it is learned, it is not a manifestation, in
particular content: of manrsn genetic constitution;
and third,. .it is shar_ed.r2

fn other words, culture is the total way of life of

people in a society.l6

I¡Iithin the dominant culture, the institutionalized

sub-groups themselves have particular cultures which

members of that society learn. For example, Taba des-

cribes the culture of the s chool as:

.the patterns of acceptance and rejection, the
methods of gaining status and leadershi-p, the l¡ays
of using authority and allocating belonging, the
ideas about individuality and conformity, about what
constitutes suecess and worth expressçÈ in the
formal and inf ormal rules of conduct. | '/

Not only is there a s chool culture, but there is also

a classroom culture. Stenhouse makes the point that
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in a e1ass, a teacher ca'' generate com,oon 
''derstandings

which link pupils together on the basis of comnon

experiences, and this provides a subculture with shared
values, lnformation, techniques, interpretations and

meanings. He adds that this crassïoom culture is a
rrselective reflection, of the culture of the society
as a whore.lB

Just as schools reflect the cul_ture of the dominant
group, classrooms, too, to a greater or lesser degree,
reflect the culture of the school. rn describing a

typi ca1 I'f actory" s chool , 
19 Grannis wri tes :

Students in a factory school classroom aregenerally found r,rorking on identical materiài-ata uniform pace. rdenticar grading standard" ,""presumed to þ." applied to att the-students, trrãughin practice lheqe are great discrepancies ín theirapplication to different students,*or 1n their
?pplication to different performaáces by one àn¿the same student on varioüs occasi-ons. Much òithe work is assign and recite, and the pattern ofdialogue is often rote teachiág. students in thefactory school do not get to sðe the teacher 'd;things' that matter to-the teacher hlmsðii,-exðãptteach, n9r d.o they see the teacher working'o' rriË
own questions 

"

_At any given tlne it is expected either that thestudents alr-eady know wþat !ir"v aïe to do, or--tirat
lJr"y 9an p+"ln it up with a little telling', oi iirãttþuy do not know--the distinctlons aïe never quiteclear--but that, in any case, it is the tu"ãirðrîsjob to demand the d.oing of the chifdren and. toreward or prmish according to the outcome. Thus thestudents in the factory sóhool learn to think interms of a crude stand.ard.ization of prooucis, ãirort,and reward, and at the same time to êxpect a'certainarbitrariness of the standards by which their wãrk1s to be done and judged. They iearn to "*pã"i-lir"failure of many individ.uals to meet these rt"rr¿""¿".Finallyr_ they learn the necessity of repetitionr or:eventually, out-and-oui withdrawäl from' the prãáuctionline when indivlduals fail to meet^trhe standärdsthat have been lald down for them.20
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Thus classrooms and schools teach the essential and common

mod.es of societal behaviours since the survival and

maj-ntenance of our kind of society depends on this piîocess

of cultural learning. Atthoughr in some casesr pâr-

ticular types of behaviour will vary greatly, all
cultures must have some coÍtnon categories of behaviour

which are essential for its continuation. How these

behaviours are learned is the process of "cultural
learning. tt

I,{ith1n the culture of the school and classroom,

students are learning many things. 'rLearningrr may be

defined as I'the process of mentally retaining complex

experiences by imposing structural patterns (concepts)

upon them r^¡hich results in adaptive changes in behaviour."21

Boocock sees learning as:

. a cognitive change leading to a measurable
increase in knowledge or skills. A student r,¡ho
can perform some academic task which he could not
perforn at all or as well at some earlier poin!
in time is assumed to have learned something.¿¿

Thus learning is the reconceptualizati-on of experience,

and. the formal curricul-um through which learning is
said to be taking place consists of particular subjects,

class schedules, lesson plans and perhaps behavioural

objectives.

The lessons of the official curricufi;:n, however,

are not the only lessons students l_earn. In fact, the

informal, rrincidental learning" (the rituals and rules
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of the school, the subtle meanings in textbooks and Ín
interacti-ons between teachers and students, the irnwritten

agenda of activities) which occurs within the culture

of any school may have more impact upon students than

any cognitive learning they acquire. The cultural
learning which occurs through the formal and informal

structure of the school is significant for this study.

Understanding the process of cultural learning,

hor+ever, is no simple matter. As Hall points out,

the anthropological problems in merely trying to under-

stand culture are vast. As Hall states:

Until recently no one had defined any basic rinits
of culture. There was no generally agreed upon
underlying theory of culture--no way gf being
specific. .¿lKroeber and Kluck]no]nn/ state that
no constant elemental units of culture have as yet
been sati-sfaetorily established. 23

In fact, Hal1 goes on to say that although the

concept of culture ïias first defined 1n print in IB77

by Ty1or, 'rafter all these years it stil1 lacks the

rigorous specificity whlch characterizes many less

revolutionary and useful- ideas ."2\
Cul-ture may be difficult to define, but the

processes by which cultural learning occur are even

more nebufous. For example, Kimball states that rrto

seek out its fr,uJ.twral- l-earning/ particulars, one must

specify who teaches what to whom, how, where, and imder

what circumstances .nZJ Stenhouse points out that in
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educational groups two semponents of culture are l_earned.

0n the one hand: predominaltly social r.rrderstandings--mora]s,.manners and attitudes to life__may beinculeated. .This is a subtr-e process, a matterof nuances and tones. on the other handr'educãtion
may transmit the understandings which are impliedin curricula. . .The first may be said to äependprinarily on the influence of pêrsons, the secðn¿to depend primarlly on the i2fiuence ót symbofs--in books or on blackboards.2b

Thus the culture of the school or classroom may

be learned directly, through rules, regulations or
well-defined roles and behaviours; it is also learned.
nore covertly. Analysis of this covert learning became

popular in the late 1960s and early rg7os with the
disciples of "free schools' and the concept of 'rdeschoollng
society.tt Ttre term 'thidden curriculumrr was used to
explain all the negative aspects of schooling in the
united, states. For example, charles silberman wrote:

Idhat educators must realize, moreover, is that
lo* they teaeh and how they'act may bé moreimportant than what they teach. The way we do things,that is to s?r, shapes varues more oireätly and moreeffectively than the way we talk about them.children are taught a host of lessons about valuc.rethics, moralityl character, urro ¿;;ã";t-";"#-ä;;tof the week, less by the coátent of the curriäulu¡r
!han- by the way school_s are organized, ttre wãy -teachers and parents behave, tñe way úney taiir tochildren and to each otherr'the kinds of behaviourthey approve or reward and'the kinds they aisapproveor p,nish- These lessons are far more pôwerfui'
than the verbalizations tha!-accompany them and thatthey frequently controvert.z'/

rvan rl1ich, in books like Degchoolins society, wrote
about the hidden curricurum of schoofs which created
pourer elites and taught students 'that economically
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viable knowledge is the result of professional teaching

and that social entitlements depend on the rank

achieved in a bureaucratic process. "28

Others like James Herndon and Herbert Kohl have

written about the hidden curriculum in ghetto schools

and the lessons poor, black children learn about how

to survive in school. Charles Silberman, however, makes

the point that I'the defects and failures of the slum

schools are but an exaggerated versj-on of whatrs wrong

with all schools .n29

fn fact, John Holt, author of many books on

aspects of the hidden curriculum, makes the point

that schools do not teach students to think at all.

Rather, they teach docilityr passivity, conformi-ty

and lack of trust. As Holt sees it:

For children, the central business of school is not
learning, whatever this vague word means; it is
getting those daily tasks doner or at least out of
the way, with a minimum of effort and.¡4npleasant-
ness. Each task is an end in itself.J'

Ttrus cultural learning takes place both overtly

and covertly within the culture of the school, and the

cultural learning most important to this study is the

learning of sex roles.

The focus of this research, then, is in what

way do males and females, through the process of

cultural learning in schools acquire different kinds of

behaviours, ablde by different norms, and have different
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expectations? Furthermore, do students learn that the

culture of the classroom teaches that reward.s, privileges
and prinishments vary accordlng to onets gender?

This research will attempt to uncover those

mechanisms of cultural learning operating within schoofs.

For s¡ample, what happens during this process of cultural
learning? \¡lkrat i-nteractions contribute to or impede

cultural learning? Few studies have attenpted to inves-

tigate how thls learning takes p1ace, and so, for this
reason, the research j-n this study is highly exploratory.

The hypothesis is that there is a refationship
between a teaeherrs ideology (including his or her sex-

role ideology) as refl-ected. in his or her attitudes
and values, in the context of the culture of the

classroom¡ and. the cultural learning which occurs in
this classroom. The mechanisms through which this inter-
action occurs are of import here.

fn summary, the broad focus of this research is
on cultural learnlng within schools. The more specific
focus is on the mechanisms through which this cultural
learning takes place within the context of selected

classrooms in one secondary school in l¡Iinnipeg. The

followlng ehapters will descri-be the research nethodologyr

report on the findings, and draw hypotheses from the

research regard.lng cultural_ learning of sex roles in
s chools .
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TTIE ETTil'IOGRAPHIC APPROACH

The dominant mode of inquiry used in this study

was ethnography: the term first used by anthropologists

to study other cuftures. fn explaining the ethnographic

method, Tikunoff, Berliner and Rist wrote:

Essentially it/ãthno graphy/aiffers from the
traditional methods employed by educational researchers
in that, rather than fòcusing solely on quantita-
tive evidence derived from a rpsycho-statistical
modelrr it utilizes trained observers to gather
qualitative data by direct observation of human
activity in an ongoing, naturalistic fashion.

Unlike most research methodologies drawn from
experimental psychology, ethnographic research seeks
to develop hypotheses, rather than test them. Itlhile
the ethnoþrafher usuaÍly enters a fiel-d situgtion
with some tentative assumptions,/expectations,/ to
help him organize his observatj-ons, he does not
take with him hypotheses to be verified or disproved.
fnstead, hypotheses are fornulated after the d.ata
collected from observation have been analyzed. The
ethnographerf s.,hypotheses are thus observed,
recorded data.'

It was through ethnography that Smith and Geoffrey,2

Minuchin, Biber, Shapiro and Zimiles,3 and more recently
LTLightfoot, ' r^rere able to offer nerr perspectives on the

education of teachers and students alike.

For purposes of this study, it was felt that
through an intensive participant observatj-on period

¿ó
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combined with key informant interviewing, the data gained

would be beneficial in analyzing the mechanisms of
cultural learni-ng. As Lofland writes:

. statistical portrayals must always be 'interpïeted,rgrormded,' and given hrman meaning in the context
of qualitative--direct face-to-face knowing.
the bedrock of hirman r-mderstanding is face-to-face
contact. Statistical sociology serves to ampllfy
and to check on the representativeness, frequency,
and corref ation of the knowing that is 'foünded 

oir
that bedrock. Quantitative studies serve primarily
to firm up and modify knowledge fipst gained. in a
fundamentally qualitative fashi on. )

Relating this report to the essentials on ethno-

graphy described by Tikunoff et. al. : the assimptions

or expectations formulated prior to the participant

observation period appear at'the end of Chapter Two.

Chapter Three lrlfl include a discussion of the setting
in which the lnvestigatlon took p1ace, the qualifications

of the observer, and the nature of the data gathering

process. The findings of the observation will appear

in Chapter Four. Finally, the formulation of hypotheses

will come in Chapter Five, with a conclusion j-n Chapter

Six.

Description of the Settins

The observation was carried, out from Apr1l 6

to May 31: 1977; at a senj-or high school in Vünnipeg:

Manitoba. Thls school, loeated at the intersection of

a quiet, tree-lined residential street and a busy

thoroughfare, dates back to about 6J years ago, and since
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its inception, has earned the reputation as one of

the cityrs best preparatory schools for institutions
of post secondary education. Throughout the periods

of educational reform, this high school has maintained

its reputation of being a s chool where students gained

a solidr rigorous background in all academic subjects

so that they mlght be fully prepared to succeed in
further educational endeavors.

The school: of course, is not the only insti*
tution which advocated these traditional values. The

fam1ly ünit remains a strong influence on the students

who attend this school, and famifies in this commlrnity

place high val-ue on education alld citizenship. Thus, in
most families, scholarship i-s praised, and children are

taught to perservere in school in order to succeed later
in life.

The neighbourhood surrounding this high school

could be considered upper-middle class. Many of the

heads of households are professional- people such as

medical doctôrs, dentists, lawyers and businessmen

and business!¡omen with rrniversity educations, often

at the post-graduate leve1.

The composi-te of all these factors adds up to
procluce high school students with traditionaf values

not only regarding the necessity of acad.enic success

1n school but regardlng respect for ad.ults e personal
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pride ancl ambition and above alf, the desire to uphold

the traditions of both family and school.

This high school_ is definitely the cornerstone

of the educational institutions in this area of the

school division. The other high schoof in the area

Idas only established less than 20 years ago and seemed

all^rays to be trying to compete with this one, its
Itolder sibling. " There are four "feeder" jlnior high

schools in the area from which students are drawn for
the high school in this stud.y. \,fith the school divi-
sionrs open-door policy, students from any of the four
junior high school could attend either of the two senior

high schools. Proximity to a particular senior high

school undoubtedly influences students' decisions about

which high school they will attend.. However, many

students interviewed during this study expressed the

view that this high school gives them a 'rbetter educa-

tionil than they could receive at any other schoof.

The observation for the ethnography required

the sele ction of teachers and. cl-as srooms . The fi rs t
step in this process was to develop a three-part instru-
ment r,¿hich would be used to select the teacher participants
Several areas of attitudes and beliefs about sex-rol-e

ldeology \,üere deemed appropriate as the basis on which
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to construct the instrtments. These were the following:

sex-linked characteristics, preferred behaviours and

boundaries of occupatlonal role. The first of the

three-part instrument was a Likert-type scale which

required respondents to check off their own beliefs

about what r^romen, in general, were like (see Appendix

A). This scale was intended to measure personality

attributes included i-n sex-role stereotypes. The second

part consisted of three dil-emmas for which the respon-

dents had to give thelr opinions about what the central

character faced with a dilemma should do (see Àppendix

B). The dilemmas served the purpose of allowing the

respondent to write and talk about sex-role expecta-

tions. The dùl-emmas also revealed the respondents' own

values sj-nce most people project the¡rselves onto

characters in dilemmas.

Finally, the third part of the selection instru-

ment was another one-page questionnaire which asked

the respondents to check off, along a continuum of
Itstrongly agreerr to "strongly disagree r 

il their position

regarding occupations l/omen should,/should not hold. In

other words, the questionnaj-re revealed the behavioural

orientations,especially with regard to occupatlons )

bel-ieved to be sex-appropriate (see Appendix C).

The three-part lnstrument was pre-tested on

selected but mixed-sex classes at the University of
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Manitobars Faculty of Education, a mixed-sex class at

another lüinnipeg high school, and random women who were

interested in the research. Changes and modifications

in the i-nstnment were then made

Given the nature of the study and time involved

in lntensive observation, it would not have been possible

to observe the classrooms of very many teachers. There

needed. to be some means of narrowing the field of poten-

tial participants. \^Iith this in mind, it was decided

that three female senior high school teachers would be

sought, representing each sex-role ideology.6 Female

teachers (as opposed to only male teachers or teachers

of both sexes) were chosen in order to control one

variable and with the idea that female high school

teachers serve as role models for adolescent glrls.

The l-atter seemed important since issues of sex-role

conflict have been nainly focussed on the female role
up to now.

Once these three female teachers had completed

the instrument, it was scored. Part f, the question-

naire on personality attributes of women was subjectively

analyzed through a comparison of the questionnaires of

the three respondents and the follow-up interview whlch

shed light on the respondentsr reasoning.

For example, a cursory glance at Teacher Ars

responses to Part I of the instrument showed that she
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chose not to complete the items. (rn an interview 1ater,
she explained that she did not complete the items

beeause there r,/ere no attributes which she felt all
women in general had. ) Teacher M checked. the highest
number of neutral positions on the Likert scale (posi_

tion three ) as well as checking that \,romen !¡ere ilalways

or almost always " (posltion five ) f anilial. Hor,rrever,

Teacher M did not agree with the traditionally-ascribed
female attrlbutes such as "passive , " rremotional,rr

I'introvertedr'; Teacher T did agree with the traditional_
attributes of females, giving rtmost of the timerl

(position four) ratings to attributes such as "passive,'r
tremotionalrrr and "fami-lia1" and. trnot oftenil (position
two) ratings to attributes such as "ambitious, r' 'rassertive,
'?independentrt and so forth

In scoring Part fI, the dilemmas which measured

role expectations, the researcher l-ooked at the ans\.^rers

and searched out the reasoning behind. each anshrer through

the follow-up interview. rn each case, the ansv/ers to
the dilemmas were often sketchy but served to point out
the consistency of the sex-role ideology first suspected

after analysis of Part r. Furthermore, the follow-up
interview served to rtround outt the explanation given

in each dil-emma and to pose similar situations in which

analogles could be drawn or inconsistencies in reasoning
detected. The dilemmas and the analysis of the structure
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of the teacher's reasoning gave an indication that these

three teachers in fact did hold quite different sex-

role ideologies.

The final item 1n the instniment, Part III--

a nodified Likert scale designed to measure behavioural

orientation with regard to occupation--ïias most di'fficult
to score. Often the responses \¡rere inconsistent, which

may have been caused by misunderstanding of the state-
ments. For example, within an otherwise very tradi-

tional set of responses, one teacher answered Itdisagreerl

to the statement, "Certain occupations shoul-d only

be filled by ïIomen. " The reasons for this seemingly

inconsistent statement could vary. For example, it
could be arr inconsistency within this teacherrs ideology

or a misinterpretation of the statement. Furthermore,

it could show that there is an increasing acceptance

of occupational cholce on the part of certain individuals
regardless of sex, i.e., there is a separating out of

occupation from the sex-rol-e complex. 0n1y through the

follow-up intervlehr lras the researcher able to get

clariflcation of many inconsistencies such as the above

and to be satlsfied that in fact the sample did represent

as much as possible androgynous, mixed and traditional
sex-role ideologies. One cannot underestimate use of

the structured interview for analyzing complex responses

to res earch ins tmments .
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The three teachers r,^rere asked to complete two

additional questionnaires after the observation rÀr'as

cornpJ-eted. The first of these was the Sex-Role

Orientation Scal-e, a Likert-sca1e questionnai-re

adapted from Brogan and. KutnerT (see Appendix D). The

second was another Likert-scale iten used to sample

the teachers' educational philosophy (see Appendix E).

Observer' s Qualifications
One of the most inportant features of the

ethnographic method is its use of trained observers.

Ethnographers spend mueh time learning the art of
participant observatj_on, the problems anC. pitfalls of
observation in the natural environment. The researcher,
in this ease, having been a secondary schoor teacher for
the past nine years, was familiar with school structure,
curricul-um, and organization.

In addltion, the researcher spent time reading

about the methods of the anthropologist and the techniques

of doing field research. Furthermore, the researcher had

thoroughly researched the literature on sex roles and

interactlon prior to beginning the ethnography.

0bservation

A schedule was to be set up for observing

selected classes of each of the three teachers. rt was not
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possible to observe every crass of each teacher r¿ithin
the two-month observation period. To begin, the teachers

Í/ere asked to select one section of their subject for
observation on a daily basis for one and one-half
months. Thus the teacher whose sex-ro1e ideology was

categorized as androgynous (Teacher A) was observed

teaching a foreign language class; the mixed ideology

teacher (Teacher M) was observed teaching a business

education class; the traditional ideology teacher
(Teacher T) was observed teaehing a foreign language

class.

Concurrently with the one and one-half month

observation of selected sections, observation of inter-
action within the school was carried out. A1l students

as well as the students in these three classes \,^rere

observed in their day-to-day interactions both inside
and outside classrooms, in the library, lunchroom and

outside the school building. Furthermore, these three

teachers 1^rere observed informally interacting with
students and colleagues. Approximately half-way into
the observation period, a discussion was held with
Teachers A and M regarding the observation and some of
the findings. These discussj_ons shed more light on the

values ald personalities of these two teachers. B

After the initial one and one-hatf nonths of
observation, the schedule was changed to pernit obser-
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vation of each class the three teachers taught" Thus

it was possible to observe the teachers with other

students and in other settings. Each of the three

teachers, then, was observed for approximately seven

to ten additional forty-minute class periods.

Key -fnformant Interviewing

Key-informant interviewing afso played a part in
this ethnography. Several students unknown to the

researcher and randomly sel-ected \Àrere asked questions

about sex-role distinctions at this high school. Further-

more, after the one and one-half nonth observation of

the selected sections, students from several of these

sections volunteered to be interviewed about sex-role

distinctions in the school.

fn addition, one teacher observed in this study

acted as a key informant after all observation had been

completed. Slnce this teacher understood and was

involved in issues regarding l^romen and sex roles, she

was able to give this researcher insights into the school

and its students as well as to explain school procedure

or events occuring prior to the observation which may

have affected the things observed and definitely

aided in the analysis of cultural- learning and sex-

role ideology.
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Units of 0bservational Data

since it was felt that the observati-on should
be free from as many pre-conceived. notions about

classroom interaction as possible, the observer had

no categories prior to the start of the observation;
all recording would be anecd,otar. rt was hoped that
signlficant patterns of behaviour r,,¡ould emerge and thus
it would be possible to compare and contrast the three
classrooms on the basis of the mechanisms by which

cultural learning occurs in each classroom according
to the mechanisms which are actually observed and. not
those which one thlnks wil-l exist.9

Many classroom observati-onal- studies in the past
have made use of the interaction analysis techniques
developed by Flande"".1O Flandersr scheme was designed

to measure the rel-ative amounts of teacher and student
participation and. the quality of the teacher's behaviour
(e.g., donineering vs. encouragirg) duríng an observa-
tional period. Flanders' instmment consisted of ten
categories of commrmication behaviour; seven were for
rrteacher talk'1 (e. g. , 'rpraises, t' 'raccepts feelings r 

il

r'lecturing 
r " "givÍng dlrections" and. so forth) whereas

two were for ttstudent talkr and one for pauses, si-lence
or simultaneous talk by two or more people. observers

who use Flanders' scale write down at three-second

intervals the category whlch best describes the communi_

catlon which occurred 1n that 1nterval. Thus the data
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generated by Flanders I interaction
an enuneration r^¡hich represents the
obs erved.

analysÍs consists of
sequence of events

Flanders' system was judged inappropri-ate for
this study since his instmment necessitates close
observance of relatively few of the many occurrences
going on in a classroom and since it d.oes not include
non-verbal behaviour or consÍderati-on of the nuances

of interaction such as facial expressions and inflection.
Furthermore, if on.e were to use Frand.ers' scheme, one

would not have time to make anecdotal notes of the type
which could give substance and meaning to the talJring
by both teacher and students.

Recording Methods

since the emphasis in ethnography is on accuïate,
complete field notes, it was inportant to record. lnter_
aetlons systematically. To facllitate the notetaking,
outline notes were recorded d.uring each class period as

the observer sat at the back of the classrooms. since
it may have been threatening to teachers and students
if the observer were seen writing copiously throughout
the period, much time was spent listening and making

"mental notesrr with only the bare essentiafs written
down during class. These field notes \¡rere then elaborated
upon, noting significant non-verbal interactions,
lnfl-ection and so ohr immediately after the observatlon
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period. Excepti-on to this rule was made when the

observer wished to record art important interaction or

statement verbatim" Then the observer did try to get

a word-for-word transcript. After the observation,

it was also necessary to make notations in the field
notes about tine or facial expressions--the significant

occurrences which are so often quickly forgotten.
At the end of each day's observation of all three

classes, it became imperative to compare and. contrast

field notes taken in each cfassroom. In this \^iay:

similarities and differences coul-d be noted for further
observation. This wâI: too, patterns of behavj-our

which emerged could be cl-osely monitored. These patterns

would later provide the data on whi-eh the three cfass-

rooms could be compared.

Techniques of Analysis

The technique to be used for analysis of the data

by categories is that of comparison and contrast.

Chapter Four--Teachersr Sex-Role ldeology--wil1 give

anecdotal information which this researcher observed

over time in every class of Teaehers T, M, and A. The

lnfornatlon gathered should give a complete picture of

what classroom life was like for the students in
these classrooms. All significant observations have

been recorded and explained in detail. After the

anecdotal information has been presented, Chapter Five--
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rnterpretation--wi11 anaryze the observational material
ac cording to the cate gori es of por,^re r , kinesi_ cs a¡d

sexuality. rn other words, the classroom interactions
of all three teachers will be looked at to gain a

better i-:¡.derstanding of the mechanisms of curtural
learni-ng through the interactions based on the concepts

of power, kinesics and sexuality. These three concepts

were sel-ected after the observation since no precon-

ceptions about the possible mechanisms to be found

were hypothesized. Furthermore, these are the mechanisms

which seemed to be most prominently displayed. (or, in
some cases, deliberately denied or hidden) in each of
these three teachersr classrooms. In the following
chapters, then, patterns of behaviour which emerged

in the three classrooms will be analyzed as they

reflect upon the teacherts ideological stance and the

on-going process of cultural learning in the classrooms.
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CHAPTER FOUR

TEACHERS' SEX-ROLE IDEOLOGY

Before a detalled discussion of the observation

is undertaken, a profile of the id.eological positions

of the three teachers is in order.

Teacher T, whom it was determined hel-d a tra-
ditional sex-role ldeology afso seemed to hold a tradi-
tional educatlonal ideology. Her classroom hras orderly,
and she assumed that the students r¡rere there to learn
a second language. The best way to accomplj_sh this
seemed to be through a serious approach to cognJ_tive

learning with little time for the affective domain.'

From the time class began (often before the be1l), until
the final befl, the teacher taught--almost like an

actress before a captive audience. She had thre knowledge.

The students were there to learn, and it was her res-
ponsibility to teach then.

Although there r,^rere no overt references, either
verbal or non-verbal, to aspeets of sex roÌes, there

ïias a feeling, seemingly r-inderstood. by all, that
females and males acted in certain typical but very

different ways and that the teacherts feminlnity was

+6
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an underlying factor in her teaehing style and attitud.e

toward educati-on.

Teacher M, the teacher r¡¡ho held a mixed sex-

role 1deology, also seemed to hold a ¡rixed educational

ideology. Upon first glance at her classroom, one

night think this teacher held a very "liberal_rt educa-

tional ideology for there r¡ras much f reedom of movement,

little teacher direction, and a very rel_axed atmosphere.

Although this teacher no doubt subscribes to some of
the tenets of open educatioûr 1 she also held traditional
beliefs about how chil-dren best learn. Ambivalence

was evident both 1n this teacherrs sex-role ideology

and her educational ideology. Rather than run an

authoritarian classroom, Teacher M allowed her students

freer rein, but she did not seem to have a well-developed

rationale for doing so--in fact, most often it seemed

that when students got out of hand, lack of authority
was a pragmati-c solution to the problen; the students

would settle down sooner or later. This teacher had

been affected by both the ideas on change in sex

roles and education, but she had not yet determined

where her ideological position would eventually come

to l-ie.

Teacher A, the teacher who held an androgynous

sex-role ideology, would not, upon initial- observation,

appear to hold, an rropenrrr rrhrmanistic rrr or rrliberalrt
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educational irìeologr'. The appearance of her classToom

and her teaching techniques \'rere very traditional- and

not unlike those of Teacher T. Furthermore, her

responses to the educational philosophy questionnaire

indlcated that her sex-role ideology and her educational

ldeology night have caused some conflict. Her educa-

tional ideology seemed to disallow individual- or develop-

mental differences whereas her sex-role ideology

seemed to condone them. A possible explanation for this
inconsistency, however, might have been the fact that

Teacher A was a new teacher on the staff of a very

conservative, traditional school and, in fact, she

reported in later interviews that had the ci-rcrmstances

been different, she would not have taught the way she

\¡¡as teaching. Judging from her responses to the

educational philosophy questionnaire, however, one

must wonder whether her changes woul-d have merely

been changes in method or technique rather than being

differences in how she perceived the psychology of

learning. For example, given more freedom, would Teacher

A have altered the methods she used or merely the content?

Educational ideology aside, the behaviour based

upon Teacher A's sex-rol-e ideology remained consj-stent

throughout the observation. In fact, Teacher A came

very cfose to being the classic androgynous teacher--

a feat not easily accomplished vithin the confines of a

culture which often accedes, consciously or unconsciously,

to the tenets of sexism.
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To give a ful-ler picture of these three classrooms,

the following impressions are offered:

Teacher T

Silence, order and authority were the most

obvious features of Teacher Trs efassroom. l¡Jhen one

entered the classroom, one saw six straight rolds of

six desks per row, a teacher's desk in the front of the

student desks, and chalkboards forming an rrlrr along

the front and one side walf . There vrere ai-sles betv¡een

the six rows but none at the back of the classroom.

The bufletin boards were well covered, usually with travel
posters from European countries and with school notiees.

A snall chalkboard at the back of the room which was

not used by Teacher T for instruction had written upon

it the rules pertaining to class times for the informa-

tion of all students. Despite the fact that it was

already spring of the year, Teacher T chose to keep the

rules written for all to see. No student could be

unsure of class times since Teacher Tts instructions

r^rere that classes would begin at certain times and

that students should be in their seats five minutes

prior to the start of class.

The element of time was important in this

cl-assroom. Class time always seemed at a prenium to

Teacher T. Although she seemed never to be ari¡are of
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the actual tlme on the clock, she conveyed the impression

that there never r/¡as enough time to accomplish all that
had to be done. Unlike some teachers who begin to
settle classes and do the routine tasks such as atten-
dance after the belI signalling the start of class

has rurlg, Teacher T did all these things prior to the

start of class and as the students were entering the

room so that she began to speak in the foreign language--

the signal that class had begi:n--the moment the bell
sounded. As sometimes !Ías the case, if there were rÌo

official beIl to begln the classes, this teacher would

often start whenever most students T¡rere seated, even if
the clock did not indicate the starting time, and

regard.less of the fact that many students were still
finding their hray to class. 0f course, some students

would take all day to get from one class to the next

if there were no set times for classes to begin, but

the fact that there \^iere often only four minutes between

classes and long distances from one cfass to the next

made this teacher's stress on getting to class ilon timerl

difficult for some students. The punishment for tardi-
ness'!ras a verbal one to the student in front of the

class. Teacher T would sâyr "If you canrt come on

time, donrt come at a11." Since the student who came

late had to v¡alk 1n front of the teacher to his or her
seat, the embarassment of being denounced in front of
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student coufd not hide in
seat.
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severe since the tardy

the safety of his or her

The ending of class, too, I¡ras at the discretion

of Teacher T. If there were a bel1 and she were not

finlshed, teaching, she continued and the class walted.

She never finished early. If she were finlshed lecturing

before the legitimate end of class, students would be

required to begin their homework assignments or the

class would take up another task to wait out the period.

Never once were students allowed to leave the class

when their work was done.

Teacher T al-so controlled the use of time in

this class. It was she who decided when the class

had spent enough time doing a gramrnar exercise or reading

prose passages--the students had no say in the use of

time. They \¡iere there for 4O or BO mi-nutes, and their
job was not to partlcipate in any decision naking, but

to use the time to l-earn. Because Teacher T was so

entertainlng a teacher, students, in general, never

seemed. bored or uninterested in the classes whether

they had to sit still for a single or double period.

Part of this nay be attributable to the fast-moving

pace the teacher set and the fact that to grasp all

that was belng said 1n the foreign language requi-red

intense concentration on the part of the students.
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Nevertheless, the students who seemed to rmderstand the

class conducted entirely ín that foreign language,

seemed to pay very close attention. Thus not only

i¡/as there no student control over the way time was

used. in Teacher T's class, neither was there much ar{are-

ness of time by most students. Perhaps they were too

busy listening to watch the clock.

Another point to be made regarding Teacher T's

use of class time was the fact that since she always

assigned exercises for homework, class time was spent

eorrecting these exercises orally. T?rus students

r.^rere required to do the work first on their ov/n tirne

and class time r,^/as spent on learning through correc-

tions. Students were rarely given class time to do the

exercises they would discuss the next day. Finally.,
it should be noted here that the class time was always

devoted to the subject matter, never to anything which

did not fit into the course curriculum. Time was

divided lnto grammar timer vocabulary building time,

reading time and so forth, but never was there any

free time.

lrtrat becomes clear was that Teacher Trs emphasis

was on subject-matter instruction and cognitive Iearning.

Although Teacher T's educational ideology as expressed

1n questionnaire form woul-d appear to have been heavily

influenced by the theories of "open" education, in practice,
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her teaching style was authoritarian. All of the lessons

r^Iere teacher-directed and often consisted of grammar

lectures for a good part of the period. In this waYr

Teacher T explained several points of grammar and asked

for student responses to "fil-1-in-the-blankrr items

she would write on the chalkboard. To ans\^Ier, students

for the most part, would simply raise their hands,

and then Teacher T would call- on an individual. Ïn

neither situation did there appear to be any sex-

differentiated pattern in Teacher Trs choice of students

to ansr/¡er her questions. Whether they raised their

hands or spoke aloud, Teacher T seemed to recognize

both males and females equaIIy.2

Even in her small class of another forei-gn

language, Teacher T ran a teacher-centred classroom.

0n the day when this class was up at her desk viewing

her wedding pictures, when Teacher T was ready to begin

class, all the students took their seats in the straight

rows of desks. Teacher T then reverted to her performer

role and leetured to these few students just the same

as she did when there \^rere three times as many students

in a class.

0f course, the atmosphere in Teacher Trs class

l.üas geared, for subject-matter learning, but it seemed to

be characterized by a constant degree of tension. Partly,

this ruas caused by the pace which Teacher T set for the c1ass.
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She would explain a grammar point, write a

phrase or sentence on the chalkboard and then turn to

call on someone to fill in the rlght word. A]1 this

happened in minutes, and it seemed that if she had to

call on a student to ans\,üer she merely call-ed on the

first person (or hand) she sahr. There was no time

to think about whom she ruas calling on; the lesson was

progressing.

Tension on the students' part was evident even

before c1ass. Students entered the room, usually

indivldually and always quietly. After sitting down,

sometimes two students would engage in conversation,

but it was always qulet and brief. Never \¡ras there any

sign of silliness, excitement or anxiety. Often students

who arrived early would open their notebooks, presumably

to review the upcoming l-esson. The business at hand

was the subject lesson, and nothing else took precedence.

Even during the time of student council elections in

classes where Teacher T had several of the contestants,

the atmosphere remained subject-oriented and low key.

Teacher Trs class moved at a relentless pace.

There was a lesson to be taught and learned, and this

was the reason everyone was there. This pace seemed.

to prevent any discipline problems from emerging.

Teacher Trs students seemed to be too busy to thlnk

about causing a commotion. If ever they dld, a non-verbal
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cue fron the teacher, such as a frown, seemed to be

enough to bring the student back to the subject at

hand.

One subject-matter technique which Teacher T

used also served as a disciplinary technique for those

students who dld not know their work. Because of the

fast pace of eaeh lesson, if a student were called, upon

to give an ansr¡Ier and he or she did not know the

answer, Teacher T would do one of three things--immediately

call upon another student, give the ansl¡Ier herself , or

ask the class to recite the answer together. In any

case, students who d.id not have an answer ready,

regardless of whether they knew it or needed help in

arriving at it, did not get the time. ülhat they got

was a negative message about their o\¡In competencies.3

Teacher T's rapport with her students centred

arou.nd her subject, and her students accepted this

relationship. There r¡Jas, however, one exception to

thls. Teacher T had one small class in another

foreign language--almost a seminar-sized group. Teacher

T seemed to have a closer relatlonship with these

students than r,¡ith any of her other classes. She

talked with them at her desk prior to class and laughed

and smiled much more while teaching them. I¡Jhen this

observation was taking place, Teacher T, prior to one

class, showed this group photographs of her recent

wedding which several- of these students had. attended..4
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Teacher Trs role as teacher and authority also

allowed her to determine and control space and movement

within her cl-assroom. The territories of teacher and

student r,rere carefully establ-ished i-n her classroom.

Although there were no visible divisions of space such

as platforms or dividers, the students rrl-earned" that

the teacher utilized the area surrormding her desk and

in front of both chalkboards but well in front of the

six rows of student desks, down which aisles she rarely

ventured. Her territory included the doorway which

gave entrance and exit to the room--a process over which

she had ultimate control. No student eoul-d enter or

exit without passing through her territory, and indeed,

this territoriality gave her some of her authority.

As an s¡emplê, Teacher T chose when to begin and end

each class, thus if a student were late to class or

wished to leave the room before the teacher decided the

class i^r'ere over, the student would have to pass through

her territory and be subjected to verbal interaction with

Teacher T. The verbal exchanges observed on these occa-

sions were forceful enough 'rlessonsrr so that few students

even chose to enter the teacher's terri-tory to gain

access to or exit from the' class.

Upon certaln occasions, Teacher T did invite

students into the terri-tory surround"ing her desk, but this

i'Jas to ask a question of the teacher when the others
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were working silently: ot to hand in a completed

assignment or test. In all eases, the students

u¡.d.erstood when it was appropriate to walk up to Teacher

T's desk, and they did this very infrequently.
Teacher T, on the other hand, never left her

terrltory for that of the students', i.e", the area

of classroom contalning six rows of student desks, six
desks to each ror¡r. Neither when she was teaching or

even monitoring the writing of a test did Teacher T

ever walk among the desks of the students. This

territoriality was especially significant if one sees

the performance-like nature of Teacher Trs classroom

nethodology. It seemed that this Teacher was always

"centre stagerr or somewhere in front of her pupils,
with the distance between teacher and student always

maintaine d.

As mentioned above, there was little movement

from studentsr space to teacher's space, and none by

the teacher into the students' space, but there r^ras

movement within at least the teacherrs space. For

example, Teacher T moved freely and frequently about

her area, especially as she wrote on the chalkboard or

used gesture and movement to pantonime a word or

phrase. Facial expression: gêsture and inflection hrere

such fortes of Teacher T that even to the observer,

untrained in the subject matter, she was immensely
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entertalning. fndeed, the pace of her l-essons and the

concomitant movement made one wonder how she continued

to teach from 9 a.m. to 4 p.t. daily.

In contrast to the movement by the teacher within

her o\.,¿n area, there r,Jas little movement by arry student

in their area. For the most part, students sat in

their desks from the moment they arrived in the class-

room imtil the teacher dismissed them. There r¡Iere no

opportr-rnities for student movement--no chances for them

to rise from their seats to write on the chalkboard or

to get another textbookr or even to take a 'rseventh-

inning stretchrr during the periods. Perhaps the fact

that the entire cfass 't^ras conducted by Teacher T in a

foreign language forced the students to concentrate at

all times on what was þeing said lest they not under-

stand. However, what was signlficant was that the students

had learned to sublimater. for an extended perlod of

time, their need to move about so that there was little

movement, even among those friends who sat behind one

another in Teacher T's class.

Since her classroom was run in such a teacher-

centred way, Teacher T was also abl-e to control the

verbal interactions which occurred during elasses.

Teacher T initiated most of the verbal interaction, and

its purpose was to teach the subject matter or occasionally

to discipline a tardy student. Most of the talking
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consisted of cognitive explanations of the subject by

the teacher or content-related inquiries directed by

Teacher T to the students. Rarely would Teacher T

ever speak to students about something other than the

subject matter.

I¡/hen Teacher T lectured to the class, the students

expressed no verbalizations. In fact, there was little

real- interaction except when a student woul-d ansv/er a

question or read a passage from the text. Those

students who were not answering remained silentrÐd

their posture would seem to indicate that they were

paying attention to the lesson. Those who did answer,

said their ansl^Ier and nothing more. They gave no indl-

cation of non-verbal behaviour of any kind except the

attending behaviours which all students exhibited.

Teacher T engaged in two kinds of non-verbal

lnteractions. The first, negative facial gestures such

as frowns or liftlng one's eyebrows perhaps in disd.ain,

were accorded students who answered incorrectly or who

hlere in some way misbehaving--not paying attention,

havlng forgotten a book and so forth. In these instances

there was no indication of any reaction on the part of

students. If they recited an incorrect ansr,^Ier, they did

not have a chance to explain or correct themselves,

and if they were being reprlmanded-, they did not dare.

Much of the time they seemed imme¡ilized by Teacher T's

authori ty.
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. The second non-verbal behaviour, smiling, r;nlike

the first, seemed not to be dlrected at or caused by

students but seemed much more internal, personal to

Teacher T as though she very much enjoyed what she was

doing and was pleased at her "performance.rr Again,

the students seemed to have no speclfic reaction.

They still pald attention and l1stened. This one-sided

display caused the observer to wonder to what extent

Teaeher T was, in fact, interacting with her students

at all.
Student-initiated interaetion vrith Teacher T

was related sole1y to questions of content and during

any class period there were few questions asked. i.dhen

asked a question, Teacher T answered, but there \i¡as

little other comment

fnteraction between or among students, too,

i/üas minimal and obviously clandestine. Some students

l,¡ould occasionally talk briefly to each other, but they

usually stopped this on their own to pay attentlon to

the lesson or when Teacher T gave then a non-verbal cue

(usually a frown) to stop misbehaving. Never did this
observer hear Teacher T verbally discipline a student

who had been talking to another stud-ent. Teacher T

never had to.

Still, Teacher T's students seemed to have

respect for her knowledge and accepted her role as
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teacher and authorlty. Those who were academically

superior seemed to enjoy the challenges she presented,

but one got the feellng that the academically weaker

students were not encouraged to approach Teacher T for
help or encouragement. They certainly were never asked

if they understood or if they needed extra he1p, and

they would probably lack the sel-f-confidence to ask

Teacher T for it.

Although overall Teacher T treated both male

and female students equa11y, there were several inci-
d,ents observed which seemed to contain differences

based on gender. For example, in a class containing

nine males and sj-xteen females, Teacher T continually
forgot the names of females but never males. As well,
in oral reading of p1ays, Teacher T never mixed genders,

i.e. , females always v/ere asslgned womenrS parts to

read and males were always assigned menrs parts.

Additì-onal1y, as has been polnted out previously, she

did ea1l on slightly more boys than glrls rel-ative to

their representation in the classroom.

Teacher T also seemed to single out males to
joke with more than females. The quality of these

jocular interactions r¡rere d"ifferent. fn one instance,

with a male student who had been absent when worksheets

t,/ere distributed, Teacher T asked the male jokingly

if he had taken a vacation, since he did not have any
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of the sheets. The boy replied sonething inaudible to
the observer, but Teacher T smiled and laughed. There

was no sign of annoyance on Teacher Tr;s part, and she

seemed to take it quite in stride.
In another instance where Teacher T joked, this

time with a fema1e student, the sltuation ',^ras a mono-

logue by the teacher and perhaps at the expense of
the girlrs feelings. As it happened, one girl in
Teacher Trs class was running as a vice-presidential
candidate in the upcoming student council electlon. At

a poi-nt during one period, the following sequence of
activlties took place without warning:

Teacher T sa\^r' a flurry of paper drop to the

floor between where she \,¡as standing and where the vice-
presldential candidate was sitting. Teacher T quickly

scooped up the paper, glanced at it cursorily and ripped

it up: laughingly explaining to the observer, "lle are

having student council el_ections next week, and (name)

1s running for vice-president, and I just ripped up her

election speech!rr There was no reaction from any student,

and so it was impossible to know whether Teacher T was

joking or serious (as it later turned out, it was not the

speech), but the effect upon the observer was disbelief
and the effect upon the students seemed nil. The class

continued. The point of the joke was lost, but the dif-
ference in Teacher Trs use of humour with one male and,

one female in these instances was noted,.5
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Out of a crass of 25 stud,ents, only one student
ever talked back to Teacher T, and that student was a

bright, intense male who sat at the back of a middle
row. The incident involved. a verbal_ exchange with this
boy who had forgotten his book and not done the home-

work as signment--rrtwo strikes " as it were, already.
fn reply to his stating the above, Teacher T sald, ,'f

think r'11 forget to give you a mark at two-thirty.'r
(Report cards weïe being distributed at that time. )

rnstead of letting the subject drop, however, the boy

added in an irritated. tone, "rt doesnrt happen very
often.r' Although he was correct, that might still have

been taken as "talking back" by many teachers, and could
have been the beginning of a rshow-downrr between teacher
and student. Teacher T, however, smiling and laughing
said, rrr think r'11 start keeping track of all those
times r, and the situation ended with the teaeher having
the final word. However, one could not help but wonder

why in the course of a two-month period and with
almost twice as many femare as mal-e students in this
class, no femal-es ever had. as potentially volatlle an

interchange with Teacher T as this male did.
fn all, Teacher T was able to estabfish and

maintain her eontrol oveï atr students in her elass so

that she could teach the cognitive skills necessary.
for success in this foreign language. There is no doubt
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that if memorLzatíon, repetition and drill l_ead to
proficiency in foreign language learning, Teacher Trs

students would score high marks.

Teacher M

Teacher M's classes were generally held in a

basement room which was longer than it was wid.e. It
too resembled a conventional_ classroom with six rows

of eight student desks per rovr, chalkboards ru.nning the

length of the front'wall and one side wall, and. a

teacherrs desk at the front. fn this case, though, a

long science lab tabl_e replaced the usual teacher

desk, and it was on a raised platform, presumably for
s clence demonstrations .

The phenomenon which any observer would first
notice in Teaeher M's class would be her voice l_evel_

which was well above her normal speaking voice leve1.

One mightr at first, be startled by this, but after
one observed the student interaction in Teacher Mts

c1ass, one r,,¡oul-d qulckly realize that this was the way

Teacher M was heard above the constant noi_se in the

classroom. Rather than wait for silence, Teacher M

talked above the noise, whether she \,ùas explaining a

concept, giving instructions or dlsciplining students.

The second most obvious point to be observed

in Teacher Mts class was that the talking rarely ceased

and usually was belng done by a handful of the same
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students. Approximater-y five male students sought

constant attention either from Teacher M or their
other classmates; the other students talked freely
but rarely had to be disciplined. Thus Teacher M

spent most of her time disciplining these five and

talked above the other general chatter.
Time was not something of overwhefning concern

to Teacher M except in the sense that there seemed to
be too much of it. one of reacher Mrs most effecti_ve
\'^rays of disciplini-ng her oft rmdisciplined students
\^'as to promise that they could l-eave early if they
settled down to get their work done.

After the berr which signalled the beglnning
of class, Teacher M took attendance and informed the
cl-ass of that period'|s actlvity--usually individual
worksheets or correction of the previous period.rs
worksheets. The rest of the time was spent on that
activity, and often when the students finished the
t^¡ork assigned, they were free to leave. Teacher M was

not overly concerned with accomplishing a set amount

of work in each period. Thus the tasks assumed" central_
importance and time r^/as secondary.

Ti¡ne, to the students of Teacher M, was

viewed as how little of it they had to spend in class,
for each perlod a fel,¡ of the most troublesome students
r^¡ould ask, 'rcan we leave now?, after ten minutes into
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the class period. I,r/henever the worksheets were tong

enough to take a whole period, though, students in
Teacher M's class seemed unaware of the time.

Much of the subject-matter activlty in Teacher

M's class consisted of students' individual work on

stencilled worksheets, teacher 1ed,, oral correction of
these sh.eets and written tests. once during the obser-
vation period, Teacher M attempted. to conduct a class
discussion, but gave up after the discussion turned
into a verbal free-for-all. Also once during the

observation period, Teacher M invited a speaker to the
class. Teacher M commented to the speaker that the cfass
Ïras much better behaved for him than they ever \¡/eïe for
her, and she \ras quite correct. They listened fairly
attentively and asked questions. perhaps this !¡as

because of the novelty of an outsider speaking to them

and perhaps because his talk was interesting. Never-

theless, Teacher M only had to react non-verbally to
one nisbehaving student for that period.

When the cl_ass did go over their worksheets

and reacher M called upon various students for ans\,üers,

she ï/as very fair. she asked all stud.ents for at least
one anshrer, took the time to hear the answer fu11y and

to correct the student if he or she were lrrong. Teacher

M was trying, but the noise level never subsided, and

one got the feeling that reacher M, because she was
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i-rnclear about how to discipline her class, 1^ras not

as effective a subject-matter specialist as she might

have been to an attentive class .6

Because of the lack of effective disclpline 1n

Teacher Mts class , the atmosphere often seemed chaotlc

with the noisiest students often dominating the inter-
action and the quiet students receiving litt1e attention

nfrom anyone. /

. Thet e \¡ras emphasi_s on cognitive skil_ls such as

reading, writing and memorizing in this c1ass, but there

seemed to be l-ittle attention to the affective side

except by default.- The tafkative students vrere cer-

ta1n1y free to express their feelings, but they so often
did so in negative ways that it almost appeared pure

license. 0n the other hand, these students were not

being taught to respect the feelings of others but rather
to satisfy their own needs and desires.

Obviously, the problem of how 'ttoughrr or

lenient one should be without becoming tyrannical was

one with r^¡hich Teacher M was still struggling, and it
lrIas reflected. in her disciplinary techniques. Teacher M

operated more on positive than negative reinforcement,

but it had little long-term effect, and. positively no

observable transfer. Since the noise and rmruly

behaviour on the part of a few students began as soon

as the class dld, Teacher M r.^¡as always on the defensive.
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She spent most of every period trying to curb the out-

bursts or disruptions of these boys. Sometimes Teacher

M would punish the misbehaving students by keeping them

after class, but most of the time she tried to dis-
cipline then through a reward--"Settle down and you

may leave when your work is done.rr Often she would

allow anyone to leave the cl-assroom for the remainder of
the perlod just as soon as his or her worksheets \¡rere

completed. Sometimes this would give them ten or fifteen
minutes more free time. 0f course, this did not work

either; the boisterous students r'iere subdued but not

silenced, and the next day it would begin again.

Students also took the liberty of moving about

the room interacting with other classmates when they

I/¡ere supposed to be completing their l.¡orksheets on an

individual basis. Teacher M spent a great deal- of ti¡re

telling various boys to sit down, and they would,

eventually, to do five more minutes of work only to be

speaking to someone else at that time. These students

learned well that Teacher Ìuf would tolerate their beha-

viour. B

Regardless of the reasons, most students seemed

to get along very r.+e11 with Teacher M. As Teacher M

told this observer at one point during the observation,

"They're not bad boysr" and one certainl-y sensed that
Teacher M real-ly neant that statement about her
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predominantJ-y-ma1e class. (There l^rere five females and

twenty-two males in this class. ) She seemed to like the

students and they, in turn, liked her.

Students were never afraid to speak out in this
class, and although this must have been tension-prod.ucing

for Teacher M, it surely did not produce any tension for
the students who were always taking advantage of this
situatlon" One sensed that Teacher M did everything
possible to treat all her students fairly, to eneour.age

them, and to be nice to them. 0f course, students

often do not understand the fine l-ine between appropriate

behaviour and "taking liberti€s, " and so Teacher M was

sometimes mistreated by the very students to rrhom

she was the kindest. Kindness, however, \das often
mi-staken for l-eniency.

An interesting dynamic in Teacher Mts class w.as

the use of space and movement within that space. Like

Teacher T, Teacher M too had estabfished territories
within her classroom. The teacher's territory consisted

of the front of the room wlth the raised platform and.

long tabfe which this teacher sometimes referred to as

rrmy throne." The students' territory was that area of
the elassroom eontaining the slx rows of student desks "

Teacher M as well, often used the space at the front
of the room as her teaching position. However, rmlike

Teacher T, Teacher M r^¡as unable to maintain the excl-usive-

ness of each territory. Although she seemed to disapprove
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of students who entered. her territory, she was rinabl-e to

stop them from doing so. For example, although she did

not tell students they could not walk up to her table

on the platform, whenever students did so and sat on

her chair as she was attending to other students, she

would ¡rake various remarks (often " (name), get off my

throne,rr or "Sit down, (name) . " ). The students,however,

were quick to learn that these admonitions hiere not

serious, and so they would return to their o\^rn territory
after awhile, only to repeat the move into the teacher's

space at another tlme.

If the students in Teacher M's class wished to
ask her a question, they could do it in one of two

ways. Either they could go up to her at the front of
the room and speak to her (often this meant they had

the attention of their cl-assmates--a prime achievement

for many of these students ), or they could raise thelr
hands or call out loud to her whereupon she would go to
their desks. fn this rnrayr Teacher M entered the students'

space as freely as they entered hers.

Unlike Teacher T, Teacher M did not move about

frequently within her own territory. Most of her

movement was among the students as she frequently walked

up and down the rol.^rs, often answering the relentless flow

of questions from her students. She was indeed: at
their mercy in terms of the attention she paid to them.
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Students, too, r,^Iere allowed much freedom of
movement within their o1^rn territory whether this meant

movement from one desk to another or movement when one

student rose to walk over to speak to another. Emphasis

here, though, should be on pragmatism. It became apparent

to the observer that Teacher M did not condone this
frequent movement by students but rather she was inef-
fective 1n curbing it, and, it seemed pragnatic to turn

her attention a'"^Iay from it and toward the nultitude of

other pressing demands this class made upon her.

Since her classroom \^ras so infornal, there \Â/ere

many opportunities for interaction among the teacher

and her sturlents. Someti-mes Teacher M would initÍate
interaction with one or more sturlents; sometimes the

interaction would come from the students. Most of the

verbal interaction whlch Teacher M initiated was to

ask a student to ansr¡/'er a question on one of the work-

sheets they llere discussing or to disclpline a student.

If the class were discussing anskrers to questions on the

worksheets, the teacher usually stood at the front of

the c1ass, near a student desk and called upon students

from that position.

Students' responses to Teacher M's inquiries

were varied. Sometimes students in a serious way would

attempt to answer the question Teacher M asked; sometimes

they were so busy talking amongst themselves that they
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did not hear her speak to them. sometimes the student

called. upon would hesitate in answering, and then

several other students would offer ansr^/ers or other
comments which in no way pertained to the lesson.

Teacher M's reaction to this mayhem was to cue into
the right answer: ro matter who gave it or to give it
herself and to stress that answer by raising her

voice even louder. Rather than insist on si-lence or
answers by those students lriho were cal-led upon, Teacher

M ignored this irncalled-for behaviour and put emphasis

on getting through the worksheets. she seemed to feel
that someone must be llstening, and. since these work-

sheets would form the basls for the next test, it was

her duty to see that the students got the correct
anslüers in class. She also seemed to relinqulsh any

responsibility for making al_l students record the

correct ansïrers although she trled to remind them often
that they should be writing these things d.own.

At the same time as the class was dlscussing the

worksheets, Teacher M would also verbally dlscipline
students. Generally, the students would react by being

silent or doing their work for a few moments, but this
did not last long. Occasionally students v¡ho were

belng disciplined totally ignored Teacher M. These

students simply kept up their actions whil-e Teacher M

chose to continue with the lesson. Most students
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ignored the interaction which occurred between Teacher

M and any students she was dlsciplining.
If Teacher M l^/ere helplng students who were

supposed to be working individually on seatwork, she

would often exchange verbal comments with students at

thelr desks. These exchanges were often accompanied

by non-verbal actions on the part of Teacher M as well.
These non-verbal messages urere facial expressions,

gesturing for a student to be quiet or turn around in
his or her seat r or sometimes bending over a student's

d,esk to assist in ans\¡rering a questlon.

Studentsr reaction to these actions by Teacher

M were simil-ar to the interactions described above.

Some stud.ents would discuss the question at thelr desks,

others would simply stare at Teacher M and still- others

seemed to want to get Teaeher M to their side of the

room so that when she left their d.esks her back was to

then and thus they could misbehave without her ever

seeing them. None of Teacher M's non-verbal disci-
plinary behavlours worked as well as the "personal
touch. " Most often if Teacher M walked over to the desk

of a misbehaving student and put hls pen in his hand

or turned his torso around to face front, he would stop

misbehaving. However, these students would not react the

same r¡¡ay if she had verbally told them to work or to

turn around in their seats.
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Interaction which students initiated was equally
as frequent as that initiated by Teacher M. r¡rhether it
L^ras directed at the teacher or other students, student

verbal behaviour was always uncontrolled, often unnecessary

and usually designed. to get attention. Most of the time

Teacher M reacted to this behaviour by verbally or non-

verbally suggesting her disapproval, but none of these

behaviours lrere effective in controlling the disruptive
behaviour.

Considering the disproportlonate number of males

and femal-es in Teacher M's class, it was difflcult to
distingulsh gender-differences in Teacher Mts treatment

of students. There were certainly differences 1n the

way she treated the boys and the glrls, but similarly
there r^rere differences among the behaviours accorded

each of the five girls, based presumablyr upon personality
factors. Nevertheless, Teacher M was forced to pay more

attention to the boys since they outnumbered. the girls
and since all the problem students were boys. yet when

Teacher M spoke to males versus females, there were

observable differences. The boys seemed to rinderstand

less and so Teacher M was often at their desks longer

than when she was explaining something to a gir1.
Furthermore, three of the girls hardly ever asked any

questions.

Then, too the personal space tor,.9 between

Teacher M r,vas less for males than for femar-es. rn fact,
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in a typlng c1ass, Teacher M would often reach around a

mafe to show him how to type a word, but she was never

observed doing this with females.

One other interesting observation l¡as that
Teacher M seemed reluctant to disclpline two males in
the e1ass, both of whom appeared older than the others

in the cl-ass but who were probably no older than at

least a few others. When the first boy in question

flirted with an attractive female student.whom he sat

next to and thus prevented either of them from working,

Teacher M spoke to both boy and girl, but when it came

ti¡ne to take action, Teacher M chose to move the seat

of the girl and not the boy. The second boy seemed to

be very ilndlsciplined and often tal-ked back to Teacher

M. For some reason, she seemed to tolerate his remarks

more than those of any other student, and he treated her

rather like a contemporary.

Thus Teacher Mts cl-ass contrasted sharply with
Teacher Trs class in terms of cl-ass composition, teacher

behaviour, degree of formality and classroom setting.
Teacher M's classroom certainly offered much to be

obs erve d.

Teaeher A

Fairness and recognition of students as people

seemed to characteyize the classroom of Teacher A. Whereas
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Teacher T was concerned with cognition and Teacher M

with discipline, Teacher A seemed personally concerned

with her students. ln so doing, she seemed able to
pay adherenee to teaching the subject-matter but at

the same tine seemed continually aware of the studentst

need.s and. her own needs as people interacting in the

close environment of the classroom.

The atmosphere created by Teacher A was serious

and at the same tine friendly. The students seemed to
know and accept the rules; they \^/ere serious during

the cl-ass time and outgoing and often loud during their
free time each period.

As mentioned above, Teacher A seemed to Ïrorry

about teaching the kinds of things and with the same

emphasis that col-leagues in her department were, thereby

necessitating conducting her classes in ways she her-

self might not choose. Thus when one male student in
particular voiced the criticism that rrhle never take

anything i-nteresting,r' it appeared that Teacher A could

see his point. She felt, however, under sufficlent
pressure that she did not feel she could alter the

course in this, her first year, ât the school. Thus,

if Teacher A had had het'r^ray, one sensed that the atmos-

phere for a larger part of the period woul-d have been

more relaxed and informal.
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After an initial observatj_on, the categories
of space and movement in Teacher Ats cl-ass seemed. to
yield some of the same findlngs as in the classes of
Teachers T and M. The teacher's territory l+as that in
front of the six rows of student desks i,+hich had six
desks per ro\Ài; the students' territory consisted of
that area housing the student desks. Teacher A's

territory, however, incruded the first student desk in
row three which was not oceupied by a student. rt was

by sitting upon the top of this student desk that
Teacher A often taught. This position made the

boundaries of teacher versus student space somer¡hat

less distinct and brought Teacher A much closer to
those being taught than did any of the teaching positions
used by either Teachers T or M. yet Teacher A never

taught fron the back of the cl-assroom or from amongst the

students who were seated. in their desks.

Like Teacher T as well, Teacher A, by the posi_

tion of her desk at the centre front of the room and

her choice of teachlng from somewhere in front o.f the

studentsr was abl-e to control the movement of students

to and from the classroom door which was adjacent to
her d.esk. Similarly, the students in Teacher Ars class

had rrlearned" that if they entered the class after it
had begun, they r¡Iere subject to comment by Teacher A

who v¡as a}^rays in a pcsitlon to see l¡ho walked through

the door just as the person did so.
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The students' space in Teacher Ars cl-ass, l1ke

that in the rooms of Teachers T and M, was that area

which contained the student desks and r,¡hich faced the

front of the room and the teacherrs desk. At certain
tines , however, individual students and the teacher

traded spaces, but this occurred when their rol-es were

reversed as well. For example: at one point during

the observation, individual students ï/ere to recite
a poem to the class, thereby teachlng the class. For

this exercise, each student had a turn at standing in
the teacherrs territory, reciting to the cl.rr, while

the teacher took a studentrs desk somewhere at the back

of the classroom. ft was interesting to note, however,

that when thls reversal occurred, the student did not

assume the authority of the teacher, i.e., he or she did

not have any command over the attentlon of other students

nor did any of them initate, in any ìray, the perfor-

mance of a teacher. Teacher A, on the other hand,

chose a seat at the very back of the cl-assroom, making

it seem as though to take any other seat would not give

her the control over the students who remained seated.

Thus she maintalned that part of her teacher role which

gave her the authority to discipline students while

at the same time playing the role of listener or

receiver of the j-nformation which the student r¡¡as reciting.
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Like in Teaeher Mrs class, however, there was

movement by both teacher and students into one anotherrs

territory. For Teacher A, this movement was most evident

when the students r/¡ere doing s1lent seatwork or writing
a test, and its purpose was to answer questions individual_s

might have had to ask or to hand out test papers.

Students moved into the teacher's space during

these same quiet times, most often to hand in a test
paper or to ask a questlon so they would not disturb
the work of the others. Unlike Teacher M, however,

Teacher A did not seem to regard this student movement

as a negative phenomenon. In fact, it seemed perfectly
natural: md Teacher A did not have to tell students

to return to their seats. \,rihereas in the class of
Teacher M the student movement seemed purposefess

or designed to get the attention of both the teacher

and other students, stud.ent movement in the class of
Teacher A seemed brief, purposeful and undisturbing to
the others.

One final comment on student movement within
their own space in the cl_ass of Teacher A is necessary.

During the free time Teacher A allowed within the eighty-
minute periods, students moved freely amongst themselves

and the voluntary sex segregation of the group became

most apparent. During these few mi_nutes, students r^rer.e

free to do whatever they wanted short of leaving the
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room or causing trouble. At this tiroer of course, there

uias much activity and movement and in some cases

leaping over desks to reach the desk of a friend. At

this time, four of the female students moved together

and six of the male students moved together, each forming

a snall group away from the other sex. The females

usually sat in desks i,¡hereas the mal-es usually stood

near a wlndow or sat on top of nearby student desks.

Movement was always rmcontrolled by Teacher A who generally

stayed in her own territory during these breaks. Some-

times, but not often; â student or two would speak to

Teaeher A during a break, but most of the time students

used these minutes to get away from the business of

s ehool-.

Teacher A seemed the most a\dare of time in her

teaching. She, more than any of the others, kept a

watchful eye on the clock. Partly this was caused

by her anxiety at finishing the coursework which was

set down by others in her department and the school,

which left little time to do anything other than the

traditionaf areas of French gramnar, vocabulary and

reading. Teacher A set the pace of the c1ass, which

could be descrlbed as continuous activity but which was

much more low-key than the fxenzy which seemed to charac-

Lerize the style of Teacher T. Teacher A began the class

at the bell and continued trrtll the end of cl-ass, never

d,ismissing the stud.ents ear1y.
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Students in Teacher A's class seemed. alrare of
time nostly dur.ing the long, eighty-minute periods.

Thelr attention was centred on the teacher, but, 1n an

eighty-minute peri-od when it neared the half-way mark

into the period, the students became restless and much

more aware of tine. They began to make comments such

as I'Break, break. Arenrt we going to have a break?'r

0f course, Teacher A always made allowa¡ces for a break,

but the students often complalned that the time was

not long enough. Nevertheless, when the specified
free time was over, Teacher A had no trouble getting
the students to return to their desks.

This built-in component of free time went a

long way in making the class atmosphere as pleasing as

it r.^ras and aiding the rapport between teacher and students.
Obviously, Teacher A recognized that a few minutes free
time r¡rere necessary for a kind of rejuvenatlon of the

ninds and bodles of both the students and herself. Thus

the students seemed to feel that they had some control
over part of the way they spent thelr cfass time, even

if they could not participate in any signlficant way

in other aspects of class decision-making.

Teacher A established very good rapport wlth
her students, and part of the way she did this was to
reward them when they have correct answers or otherwlse

did a good job. She seemed to take the time to be

posltive with all students.
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Most importantly, Teacher A seemed to sense the

temper of the time and place and was able to make the

most of this kind of educatj_onal experience for all
involved. she vras responsive to the need.s of her students

as i-ndividuals and likewise to her own needs as well.
One of the ways Teacher A maintained this

rapport was that she did not restrict the interaction
exclusively to the study of a foreign language. Slnce

Teacher A supervised a school club, students would often
talk with her about this. She also talked with them

about their part-time jobs. Most inportantly, she made

students ar\rare of the boundaries of their student role
so that they knew their prmishments and their rewards.

Students seemed comfortable in this knowledge.

Teacher A's most effective disciplinary tech-

nique was silence. Ltlhenever :h" became silent, the class

stopped, and the person misbehaving would usually
desist.

Sometì-mes, of course, the si_lence was not enough,

and then Teacher A would speak firmly to the student

who r,,¡as misbehaving, but she never engaged in "put-downs'l
or raised her voice. The student was often asked if he

or she wanted to leave the room, and: of course, the

ar.s\.rrer was always a quiet "no."10
Because of thg atmosphere ruhich Teacher A created

1n her classroom, students seemed to feet at ease and

thus were not inhibited from interacting with Teacher

A and with each other. Unlike in Teacher M's class,
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however, the interaction was not chaotic and u¡controfled
but rather informal and. friendly enough so as not to
be threatening to any member of the class.

As far as teachlng time went, most of the teacher-
initiated actions of reacher A dealt wlth the content
of the lesson, but often it woufd be interspersed with
other, more personar a:rd less subject-oriented. queries.
The key se.emed to be Teacher Ars abirity to relate to
her students as people and to keep a pe'spective on
r¿hat was happening. unrike Teacher T who was preoccu-
pied with the lesson and reacher M r.^¡ho was preoccupied
with discipline, Teacher A seemed fortunate enough to
find the proper blend of el_ements to create a calm
environment v¡here interaetlons ri'ere plentiful.

rf Teacher A engaged. a student in interaction
about subject matter, the student wourd either ans,,¡rer

directly, say he or she did. not know the ansr,{er or
remain sil-ent. rf reacher A sensed that the student
did not know the answer or r¡ras unsure, she wour_d

guide that student to the answer by a series of sub-
questionsr or if she sensed the student i^¡oul_d find this
embarrassing, she would call on another stud.ent. Never-
theress, students Ì^/ere not rushed. and got a fair oppor-
tunity to attempt ar. ansurer. They al_so seemed sure
that they r^¡ould not be embarrassed by an incorreet
ansv¡er, and their replies l/ere l0uder than the replies
v/ere of students in Teacher T's foreign language class.
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The exception to this rul_e came r¿¿hen Teacher A

used calling upon a student for an answer as a disci-
plinary technique. If a student !.rere not paying atten-
tion, she woul-d often eall upon that student for an

answer, and if he or she did not know the answer, the

silence maintained by Teacher A woul-d probably be enough

to make the student pay attention the next time. Every-

one in the class knew, however, that the student was

being punished for not having paid attention, not for
not knowing the correct arrswer.

Teacher A's most effective non-verbal lnter-
actions were frowns or gestures with her arm to indleate
her disapproval of mischievous behaviour on the part of
one or more students. It, too, ïras generally very

effective in prohibiting these students from continuing
their misbehaviour, and thus the 1esson was not dis-
rupted for those who were paying attention.

There was some degree of student interaction
during class times. sometimes two girls rnrould exchange

non-verbal- messages across the room, and several boys

would mutter things to each other during the cou-rse of
the lesson. Sometimes Teacher A notlced these interactions
at other times she seemed unav¡are of them. rf , hor,rever,

these interactions r¡rere interruptlng the lesson, she

would make the students stop" itlhat was significant
was that the students felt sufficiently at ease and,
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tension-free to interact, even in sometimes silly ways.

They r,rere comfortable with the learning environment,

but they also knew the l_imits of Teacher A.

since Teacher A was able to treat each student

as an individual, she \.^ras able to transcend sex roles
and el-iminate consid.eration of them from her classroom.

rntentionally, Teacher A with her ar¡/areness of the

womenrs movement and. related issues, lras successful_ in
eliminatlng the need for any consideration of gender

differences. students were carled upon in equal num-

bers, with a slight bias in favour of females.ll Quite
noticeabl-e, too, r¡/as the fact that when students Lrere

reading mensr and r/¡omenst parts in a play, Teacher A

distributed the parts without regard to gender matching;

both girls and boys read mens' and Íromensr parts , and no

students seemed to find this distribution inapproprj_ate

or awkward.

fn all other areas, Teacher A treated stud.ents

as individuals, not as males and femar-es. There seemed

to be recognition and acceptance of this equally by

everyone concerned.

The area seemingly most inconsistent with reacher
A's androgynous outlook seemed to be teaching style. one

might expect that her classroom wourd be fess teacher-
centred or certalnly open to small group learning and

methods other than those directed by the teacher. rn
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fact, however, in teachlng style, Teacher A appeared very

traditional,teacher-d.lrected and controlling. Although

her manner lras not authoritarian, there seemed little

room for any kind of student decision-making: and in

fact, little consultation on the part of the students

at all. The only tine Teacher A seemed to do sonething

about the affective domain was when she considered that

students could not concentrate orr for that matter,

sit for eighty minutes without a break. Even though

she thought about the subject-matter techniques she

lÀias uslng, she did nothing to change the system which

was putting her in the position of having to teach

specific things in a specifle !¡ay. One suspected that
she r^ias too busy to give much thought to how to effect
change.

There may be more to this inconslstency than

first meets the eyê: however. It may be an indicatlon

that Teacher Ars sex-role ideology and educational ideology

are not as close a match as they appeared to be in the

cases of Teabhers T and M. Her sex-role ideology was

extremely unconventional whereas her attitude toward

learning: at least as manifested in her teaching style,
was very conventional. If one's attitude is that students

learn best under the direct tutelage of an instructor,

then one will be unwilling to make use of even as

uncontroversial method as grouping for instructional
purposes. Teacher A seemed unr,,ril1ing to experiment with
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any other modes of instruction and thus did not really
seem to believe in individualization of learning to the

extent that she believed in individuals as people and

not as gender-d,ifferentiated belngs.

Perhaps Teacher Ats classroom was very conven-

tlonal in an acadenic sense; it certainly was extremely

open in the sense of cultural learning about equality of
the sexes. For the latter, Teacher A must surely be

seen as a raie teacher in our educational system.

fn order to analyze this data, the categories

of power, kinesics and sexuallty will be explained 1n

chapter Five. Furthermore, the data from each classroom

will then be analyzed according to these three concepts.
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FOOTNOTES

CHAPTER FOUR

1Th" term rlopen educationil has been used by ed.uca-
tors r especially in the L97os to indlcate education which
is more flexible, chil_d-centered and tolerant of dlf-
ferences than the traditional education of the past.
Open education influences educational theory, phil-osophy:
methods and praetices. rt carried very definite positivé
connotations in the educational literature of the early
I97os.

2On tr9 random days of frequency corrntlng,
Teacher T called on three boys and three girls on one
day and. seven girls and five boys on another. fn
actual fact, this vras not an example of equalityr because
the ratio of the class lras almost two females foi one
male. Thus, if she rrere totally unaffected by pupil
gender: wê would expect her to call_ on four girls and. two
boys mdr in the second instance: or eight girls and
four boys. The point here is that at a cursory glanee,
one would think the teacher r¡rere showing no discrimi-
natj-on based on gender, and in the qu-ick-paced environment
of a lesson, the teacher, too, probably thought she was
being non-discriminatory regarding gender in her control
of class participation.

3ft r"" also interestlng to note that when students
did ansrrer in the foreign language, they did so almost
inaudibly. Perhaps they \Ä/ere self-conscj-ous about their
pronunciation; perhaps they were worried about being
embarrass e d.

L---Lt'or a more detailed explanation of the rol_e that
marriage played in Teaeher T's life, see Chapter Five.

)Care must be taken in these observances of sex
differences to attempt to ascertain whether, in fact,
these are sex dlfferences and not personaliiy differences.
Tf a pattern of behaviour toward one sex or the other
had emerged: then it would be easi_er to say that they
were definitely gender-1inked. behaviours. Even more
lengthy participant observation in these classes would
have been necessary to confirm with certainty that
differences in jokes, for example, are the resul_t of
sex-role discrinination. Presently, one can only
describe the situations r.+here gender differences seemed
to occur.
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ItThe_problems in this class are not sorely attri-butable to Teacher M by any means. Any system of educationwhich puts twenty non-acad.emic boys lnto þeneral_ businessclasses sets up environments where learniñg about insuranceand consumer protection is not the primary interest.
Tunfortrurately, the students who sought and. received.the most attention were not the ones having-troubre

!a?line the course; the quiet ones were reõeivingfaillng marks.

BPart of this lack of disciplining by Teacher M
r4¡as surely caused by the presence of the observer. Thisproblen will be discussed in Chapter Six.

95o*rur defines tpersonal space zorre,, as ,rthe
area surround.ing a personrs body into which intrud.ers
may not come.rr see Robert sommer, 'lstudies 1n personal
Space, " qA.c'i!.meEJ 22 (t959) , Z+T-260 .

1OO.r"" during a period in Teacher Ars c1ass, thisquestion backfired. A usually quiet: ve ry r,^re11-béhaved
male student was acting up and reacher A asked him if
he wanted to leave the elass. As it turned. out, the
boy misrmderstood reacher Ats question and answéred inthe affirmative. Teacher A replied, "Well then: get
outrrrmuch to the boy's astonishmeni. l'ihen he ieátizeo
what had_happened, he tried to explain why he had. replied
"yes." Teacher Arin often what would be a situation
in¡here f ace-s aving would be a teacher's prlority, simply
said, trTake the next question, " and the elass continueO.

l l Drrri.rg three different observatlons, Teacher Acalled.on girls eight times and boys seven,'gir1s thirty-
seven times and boys thirty, girls twenty-Éeven times
and boys nineteen. This cl_ass consi_sted of an equal
number of males and females.
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Although prior to the observation it was expected

that there v¡ould be definite overt differences 1n the

attitude: expectation and treatment of students based

on gender in each of the three classes, this was not

the case. The observation yielded little overt differ-
ential treatment based on sex even in the classroom of
the teaeher who held a traditional sex-role ideology.

Perhaps certai-n situational- factors in the classrooms

of Teachers T and M disallowed any gender-based dif-
ferences, but the fact is that very few obvious differences

regarding any dimensions of sex-role wete observed in
1the classes of Teachers T, M, and A.

I¡/hat did emerge during the observation were

certain mechanisms through which cultural learning of
sex-roles occured. Although no preconceived notions about

the connectj-on between ideology and. each of the mechanisms

was postulated, because of what has been previously noted

in this study about the three sex-role ideologies, it
is possible to make some statements about the nature of

g1
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each mechanj-sm in light of traditional and androgynous

sex-role ideologies. The mixed ideology l-ies somewhere

inbetr,'¡een these two, and its most significant feature is

the anbivalence which its proponents exhibit.

The interactionlst concepts by which one can

analyze these mechanisms of cultural learning would seem

to be povler, kinesi-cs and sexuality. Definitions of

each of these terms will follow

Power

According to Martin, power having been debated

by many theorists, is like love, "a word used continually
in everyd.ay speech, understood intuitivelyr and defined

rarely."2 Yet, Martin points out that the most influen-

tial definition of the concept is that of Max'l¡Ieber:

Power is the probability that one acti on /si{wlthin a social relationship will- be in a position
to carry out his o\^rn wil-l despite resistance,
regardl.ess of the basis on which this probability
rests.J

Stated simply, power is the ability to have others do

oners bidding, even against oneIs will.

Certain power tactics are avail-able to those

who legitinately exercise povrer. In this study, the use

of reward and. prinishment, decision-making privileges ,

control of space, definition of the value of time, and

establishing an order of activities were al-l- observable

manifestations of the authority of the teacher o.r her
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legitimate por.\rer. For example, depending upon the exercise
of the rights associated with her position, a teacher
wil-] be able to control and manlpulate students' beha-

viour, the content of the lessons, the sequencing of
activities, and the use of both time and space 1n the

clas sroom.

For the students, then, the teacher has authority,
which means they must do her bldding. They are al^/are

further, however, that she is not the final authority.
she bows to the will of at least the principal of the
school, whose authority is greater than hers. Her ol^/n

authority depends on the support of the princlpal, and

her o\i/n adherence to the school regulations.
Authority is not the only basis for control

in the cl-assroom. Another type of power tactic invorves
less formal methods than the rellance on the rlghts
and prlvileges of one's status in the orgartization. No

one who attempts to control others can rely solely on

the poiÀrer legitiraately vested in the position they fifl.
For some purposes influence is more effective in controlling
others. This is particularly the case 1n small groups,
such as a cfassroom. Itllth this type of power it is the
personal qualities of the teacher which count, not her
teacher positlon. Tactics are more 1ike1y to include
the many ways one can make oners self acceptable to
students, such as rnaking friends with them and winning
their loyalty and adnirati_on.
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A teacher who holds a traditional sex-role ideology

might have more difficulty with po\.,rer as authority than

someone less conventional. Since the traditional ideology

emphasizes the feminine traits of non-competitiveness,

nurturance, interpersonal- skills and passivity, the more

masculine activi-ties of directlng others and using power

tactics may not be what she is used to doing. Rather

than allowing herself to be controlled, the teacher must

nor,{ find herself in the opposite situation--being the

controller--and she may find this new rol_e uncomfortable

and confuslng.

To relieve her anxiety: the teacher subscribing

to a traditional sex-role ideology might fall back on

the more accepted feninlne !¡ays of influencing others.

Rather than orderlng, making decisions, pr-mishing:

and generally exercising por/¡er directly, she may. rely
more on pleasing: helping, and gaining the personal

acceptance of her students by naking herself attrac-
tive and likeable.

The literature on sex differences in interaction
between females and males confirms these assumptions.

For example r Crandalf4 and Garai and ScheinfeldS found

that rel-ationships were more inportant for females than

for males, and others noted that when females are moti_vated

to high achi-evement it is not their desire to master an

area of learning so much as it is their desire to please
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others and to become socially accepted. rf teachers with
traditional sex-role ideologies are trying to please

others and become accepted, 1t may be difficutt for then

to use their po\^rer in the classroom. They would not be

used to insisting on behaviour which they felt was

appropriate and using their power to make that insistence
firn.

Several studies have shown that females adopt

an anticompetitive norm and form coalltions along the

lines of least resistance. According to their sex-rol-e

stereotypes, females in these situations will be more

concerned about interpersonal_ rel-ations, whereas mal-es

will be coneerned wlth external rewardsl eir.g., winning

and power. The research of Bond and. Vinacke,6 Uesugi

and Vinacke,T and Shaw8 shed.s light on coalition forma-

ti on.

Others such as Strodtbeck and. Man,9 Strodtbeck,

James and, Hawkins,10 Bennett and Coh"n,i1 and Gour*12

have found that females are more inclined to reward.

commr.inication, express warmth, helpful-ness and affil-ia-
tion. Bardwick and Douvanl3 forrnd that lüomen exemplify

the tralts of dependence, passivity, fragility, low pain

tolerance ,non -aggressi-on, non- competitivenes s , inner

ori-entation, interpersonal orientation, empathy, sensi-

tivity, intultiveness, yieldingness, inability to risk,
emotional liability and supportlveness.

All of these studies seem to point to the fact
that rrfeminine'r femal-es r socialized into a traditional
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sex role, value interpersonal relations and become

skill-ed in developing them. Furthermore, these femal-es

would be very anxious to relate we1l to others, and

this would seem to have a direct bearing on the use

to which these women put any por,^ler they nay acquire.

To the teacher with an androgynous ideology,

the exercise of pot^rer, elther as authority or as influ-
ence, should present no problens. The androgynous

teacher probably wil-l not see control- as antithetical
to her nature as the traditional teacher night. Accordlng

to the androgynous view, females and males aïe both

active and passive, nurturant and aggressive, competitive

and non-achieving depending on the requirements of the

situation in which they find themselves. The ideal is
for persons, regardless of sex, to respond appropriately
by selecting from the wide range of human emotions

and behaviours, not rigidly or stereotypically. Thus,

if decision-maki-ng \^ras left up to the teacher, she would

not see this as a conflict for her as a womâ.n.

Because a-ndrogyny means flexibillty: with
androgynous individuals capable of behavlng in integrative
feminine and masculine vrays and who are assertive and

yielding, independent and dependent, expressive and

instrumental, the androgynous personality vrould use

power based on the appropriateness of the time, place

and situation. It is the flexibllity of traits and
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judgement in how and when to use them that is signifi-
cant in the androgynous personality. Ändrogyny would

allow a person to use legitimate po\irer or to choose

not to use it to cope with changing sltuations in alter-
native l/ays. The process is dynanic and allows for
maximum integration of the best or most pragmatic

of masculine and feminine charaeteristics.
To the androgynous teacher it would be as easy

to use influence as the more formal pot,rer tactlcs.
Androgyny stems from a humanistlc philosophy which

includes the love and respect of serf and others as the

bas j-s of interaction, a recognition of both dependency

and lnterdependency as human needs, and a stress on

responsible involvements as essential for self-development.

The teacher with this framework would naturally be

emotionally involved in her students' learning; she would

interact with them pet'sonally, but dlrectly and not in
a manJ-pulative manner.

Kinesi cs

rrKinesicsrr as defined by Birdwhistel_l is a

systematic study of how human beings commr-nicate through

bodily movement and gesture. It is a r'learned. form of
commrrnication, which is patterned within a culture. . . . ,' 1\

F\rrthermore: üeaning is commmicated through body motion,

posture, facial expression and voice.
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Much of kinesics is, of course, cotn_mon sense.

A certain posture conveys tension, flexing oners hand.s

may be an indication of angerr or oners downcast head

may indicate sadness. Some gestures, too, have clear

and obvious meanings--head nodding for agreement, a

hltchhikerrs upraised thr-mb when seeking a rid,e.

However, it would be a mistake to see a one-to-

one correlation between a body movement and a meaning.

This would suggest that each movement could be assigned

a word or phrase and that each time that movement came

up; the 1abel could be applied. It is not nearly so

simple. Normal behaviour often involves movement of
various body parts simultaneously. I,r/hich movement does

one interpret? \rlhat if the person is behaving in such

a i^¡ay that one gets mixed or contradictory nonverbal
-tl

messages?') Thus, in order to interpret non-verbal

commrmication, one must again anal.yze its context--
the situation in r^rhich the commr.lni-cation occuts.

Bateson emphasizes that if one really wants to

know what is going on in commr:nicatj-ve behaviour,

one needs to know the context of that sommunication

because the context deternrines the meaning. Looking

at the roles people play in interaction, the setting,
the entire culture aflows people to place kinesics in
its proper context.

Therefore, kinesics in the

another mechanism through which one

classlroom would be

might observe the
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on-going process of cultural learning. The non-verbal
ways in which teachers commr-inicate with students and

vice-versa are important.

Sexuali ty
Probably one of the most misunderstood concepts

in the area of sex roles is the concept of sexuality.
Routenbeek gives the historical perspective when he

writes:

up untif a few decades ago sexuarity r,ras treatedalmost entirely as a clinical entity. This is notsurprising, since many people thought of sexuality
as something of an oddity, not to be discussed or
even mentioned. such nineteenth-century psychiatrists
and sexologists as Krafft-Ebing, Hirshfärä än¿ Moll
sa\Â/ sexuality in pretty much the same v¡ay and empha_sized the- disturbing aspects of sexuality by r,rrritingextensively about perveisions, and this ünrôrtunatelythen set the tone for the study of sexuaflty inthat time.

Freud in his fundamental statement on humansexuality. _. . taught us at least that sexuality isa driving force in all of us and although he, ioo,
saw the development and place of sexuafity véry múchthrough his clinical glasses, he brought trte ¿is-cussion and role of sexuality into a human, i.e.,analytic situation.

It was left to_the existential psychoa¿alysts
and philosophers TiSartre, Jaspers, hiLoeu{ tZformulate at feast the beginnings'of a hurn]anphilosophy _of sexuality. They stressed that sexualityis very much part of our existence--here and now__that we cannot separate sexuality from our totalworld experience, that such a separation only caïtlead to a dehumanization of sexuality and, thät we
should make every effort to integratê our.Fexuality
into our existence and our mode of being.'ib

Sexuality mlght al_so be seen as the pattern of
culturally comprehensible cues which are intended to
provoke or elicit sexual interest or arousal, including
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dress and adornment, body use and display, voice and

tone: âs well as gestures and signals. As Oakley

writes, I'rSerüJ.ality' describes the whofe area of personality

related. to sexual behavi our."17 She goes on to describe

the stereotyped version of female sexuality:

The female's sexuality is supposed to lie in her
receptiveness. . . it extends to the whole structure
of feminine personality as dependent, passive,
unaggressive and submissive. Female sexuality has
been held to involve long arousal and slow satis-
faction, inferior sex drive,. . and rçmantic
ideal-i sril rather than lustfuí realiiy. 1 B

In one sense, being female according to the

traditional sex-role ideology means at least subdri-ing,

if not denying oners sexuality. The virgin and the lady

are models of asexuality. Other images have abounded,

depicted in the lustier 'rearth mother'r or the more

powerful rrwit chrr fi gures . 19 The dupli city perceived

in feminine nature has been variously dealt with in

different cultural rept'esentations, but in recent times

the solution has been to deny sexual interest to some

kinds of women, such as wives and teachers, and to

assign it to special categories of other women, such as

public entertainers and prostitutes. The rrproper" or

T'espectable r,\roman downplays, at least in the public

sphere, her sex appeal; rmless, of course, she is man-

himting, and then it must be used very subtly. Another

exception is that even the rrgood woman" shoufd present

herself as a pleasl'-ng "ob ject" for others to adnnire.20

The line between provocative and pleasing is indeed a fine
one.
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According to the androgynous ideology, the sex-

uality of all individuals, male and female, adult and

child, is acknowledged as ever-present. Awareness of
serual needs and responslbility in response and choice

is enphasized. It is normal for femal_es as well as

males to take direet inltiati-ve and be active agents in
interaction. Furthermore, sexuality is more than body

che¡ristry and genital response. It is a\.^rareness and

response to feelings, glances, tone, attitude and

actions. Sexual attractiveness is intrinsie to personality,
not merely a matter of display or exhibition. The most

effective eommimication is direct, without resort to
psychologi cal gu.*"" .21

The following is a discussion of the three

mechanisms chosen to interpret the observed inter-
action in the classes of Teachers T, M, and A.

Tçacher T

In Teacher Trs class through each of these

mechanisms, the students had opporti-inity to learn that
the proper behaviour and attitudes of females existed

along very traditional lines. Teacher Trs educational

and sex-role ideologies \¡¡ere very traditional, and the

messages she conveyed to students about the proper rol_e

for females was consistent with this ideology. The lmage

Teacher T presented was that of a t^roman who was extremely
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self-confident in her ability to perform the female

role (in our society) of teacher, one v¡ho displays

herself as being feminine in appearance without being

overtly sexual, and yet one who behaves somewhat

coquetishly and beguilingly to males. This is certainly
consistent with the behaviour and attitude of a femafe

who operated. within a conventional and traditional

sex-ro1e ideology

She was socia1lzed into a very traditional

sex-role ideology, and during the observational period

for this study, her life T/¡as pre-occupied by her

upcoming marriage. Since her role j-n that marriage

and the positive reinforcement she received from it
dominated her exi-stence, she did not need reinforcement

of her behaviour in any other sphere of her life

and so appeared extremely confident in the image

she presented to others. This self-confidence per-

meated her teaching style, and was very evident in
the way she control-led, her classes. Probably the most

notable mechanism of cultural learning which was observed

in Teacher Trs cfass v/as that of the use of power.

Teacher Tls classroom lras entirely teacher-centred and

quite authoritarian. Development of cognitive skills

seemed nost important to Teacher T, and this influenced

the establishment and use of power r^¡ithin her classroom.
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In Teacher Trs class, the overriding conceïn of
everyone was the sub ject ¡ratter. Students learned

quickly, however, that the teacher held all the power.

Decision-making about every matter, large or sma1l,

was in the hands of the teacher. Teacher T decided when

students would change desks, what work would be dis-
cussed at what tine and in what order, who would. be

called upon, and when students rdere to be tested. for
knowledge acquisition. As noted earlier, even the

beginning and ending of class periods was left up to the

discretion of Teacher T.

The mechanism of reward and punishment was one

through which students in Teacher T's cl_ass learned

about the culture of the classroom. Teacher T directed
the learning and in this \,ray: distributed rer,¡ards and

punishment. However, neither rewards nor punishment in
Teacher Trs class vrere very overt. After any student

would give a correct ansurer, Teacher T would always

praise that student by saying, "good, " or rtwell done,rl

or some other word or phrase, but in order to keep the

lesson movlng, she was never lavish in her praise.

Likewlse, because of the pace of the lesson, Teacher T

never dwelt upon a student's error. The punishment

for an incorrect answer came not in verbal- comments but

rather by Teacher T ignorlng the mistake arrd the student

who made it. When a wrong ansÍier was given, Teacher T
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did not spend time explaining the error but rather had

another student answer or ansl,üered it herself . Students

in this class learned that they must not take up valuable

class tlme by asking for an explanation of their error
unless the pace of the class vias slowed by Teacher T

and there was time for questioning.

Rarely did any students in Teacher T's class

break any rules or norms. No one spoke out loud at

the wrong time; no one needed. to be told to pay atten-

tion or any of the other usual activities 1n whlch

some students always engage. They had learned the norms

of proper classroom behaviour, and so Teacher T could

spend all of the time teaching the subject matte".22

All the rulês and mechanisms of control--all the legiti-
mate power--r¡¡ere in the hands of Teacher T, and this
was the most noticeable feature of Teacher Trs elassroom.

The control techniques used by Teacher T are

very much reminiscent of those available to the mother

in the patriarchal family househol-d. That is, in a

hierarchy of obedience required and privilege granted by

virtue of oners position in the family, the mother is
internediate between the father and the chi1dren.23

Her exerclse of authority is nainly during the absence

of the father from the family group, and it 1s but-

tressed- by the last recourse which the father's por¡rer

represents. She can cal-l upon the fatherrs authority
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failing to effectively use her o,/¡n, or when hers is
called into question by a child. rn the formar hierarchy,
the mother is subservient to (and depend.ent upon) tne
father-husband, but superordinate to the children. rn
her relations as a subordinate with her husband., she

needs to use influence; i.e., find ways of endearing
herself to him in order to someti_mes have her o\À/n way.
such strategies would be required with the chir-dren
only if she were uncertain of the support from above.
rn the naturar and. close mother-chird reratlonship,
however, most mothers even in the authoritarian house_
hold structure, learn to rely on their bond of affec-
tion with their chl]dren as well as their authority
as a basis for effective control. rt is only sound
practice also, since they can then rely on their children
to form a coalition with them against the superior
legitimate pohrer of the father if necessary. Teacher T,
like the traditlonal mother-wlfe who knows her plaee in
the social structure, seems really not to reqrrire the
approval 0r liking of her students on a more personal
level. 0n the other hand, her effective u.se of formal
control tactlcs establish a barri-er between hersel_f
and. her students which bl-ocks intimacy or warmth of
feeling in the relationship, which might prove gratifying
to both parties and also provide the basis for effectively
learni-ng about interpersonal- relations along with colrrse
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content. Teacher T seems to be somewhat rigid, or over-
control_1e d .

There is no doubt that the kinesics of reacher
T reinforced and supplemented the control she main-
talned over her cfasses. Teacher T mad.e extensive use

of gestures and movement to il_lustrate sornething written
on the ehalkboard: or to hand out papers and. so ohr

but she never stopped teaching as she did so, and thus
she contlnued to control the pace of the cl-ass. The

attention of the students could never be completely
focussed on her movements, for she was always questioning,
recitlng or reading at the same time, and her students'
concentration must have been split between her verbal_

language and her body language. arr analysis of kineslcs,
though, would show that her movements lrere always

traditionally feminine. Teacher T never sat upon a

student desk or upon her olrn; her gestures always

effected a certain gracefulness. she was entertaining,
vivacious and charmi-ng, but at the same time distant
from her students" she knew the boi:ndari_es of her role
and the students learned theirs while at the same time
learning the appropriate classroom behaviour for a

female teacher.

There were suggestions in her behavj_our that
Teacher T paid more attention to mar-e stud.ents even

though she called upon male and femal-e students for
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answers in equal numbers. Yet any informal remarks she

made seemed directed toward. mal-es, whereas she tended to
ignore the females. Teacher T seemed to take more time

with males who more often struggled with phrases.

Females either seemed to know the .ans\^rers right away or
not at all; they did not pause to reflect upon arÌ ansvrer.

Perhaps the females in Teacher Tts class were brighter
than the males: or perhaps they had no real- incentive
to try hard for an answer. Sex-role socialization may

have taught Teacher T that a female I'plays up torl

males and so 1n a subtle \râyr Teacher T was reacting
according to the traditional patterns of socialization
when she paid more attention to the nales or when she

allowed a male student to get away with seemingly rude

behaviour. Are students in Teacher Tls class not

learning in some very subtle ways that aggressive

behavlour is more approprlate for males than for females,

that they can expect their female peers to be quiet and

well-behaved: or that in mixed-sex si_tuations, females

pay nore attentlon to males than to people of the same

sex as they?

In keeping with her body language is the entire
realn of sexuallty. Although it is not a subject

readily investigated in schools and often a concept, the

existence of which, is denied outright on the assumption

that teachers, once they are certifled, become asexual
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(at least in the classroom), 1t is, nevertheless, a

signifleant factor in cultural- learning in classrooms.

Teacher T would most likely belleve that
sexuality had no place and, in fact, did not exist in
her classroom. Indeed, her sexuality was so overridden

by her authority role that only observation over time

could yield some possible cl-ues to how it was a factor
in the cultural learning in her classroom. Teacher Tts

case is an extremely complicated one to anal-yze. Slnce

her entire life revolved arorrnd her mid-term marrlage,

her thoughts, for the most part r s€emed totally directed
toward preparatlon for that event. School was a job,

but the informal- conversatíons she had with other colleagues

centred on the wedding and prior events. As the wedd.ing

drew closer, Teacher Trs appearance changed. She

frequently wore a corsage on her lapel, obviously a
gift from a bridal shower the evening or day before,

and she began to appear without her eye glasses,

apparently getting used to contact lenses for the event.

During the few weeks pri-or to her marriage: and

which colncided v¡ith the beginning of the observational

period, Teacher T dressed in a very stereotypic feminine

manner. She almost always wore dresses or blouses and

skirts, frequently those which gave her the appearance

of a lovely ',¡roman but lvhich never called attention to

or emphasized. her figure. Even when she wore pants, they
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\rere part of pantsuits which, like the dresses, conveyed

the image of a well-dressed woman who took the ti¡ne to
choose her clothes carefully to create that certain image.

By dresslng in this v¡âX: Teacher T was d.e_

emphasizi-ng the physical part of her sexuality to her
students and conveying the message that clothing r,,ras

important for a female insofar as it created a total_
1ook, but not so that it called attention to any

physical attributes. The image she transmitted by

dressing in this proper feminine way for an about-to-be-
married \.{roman, plus the distance she maintained, from her
students further emphasized. the aloofness which she

established between herseff and her students.

An interesting but unsubstantlated claim that
may be valid in Teacher T's ease is that her image

seemed to change after her marriage. Although there may

have been many reasons for the change, there 'ras, never-
theless, a distinct difference in the clothing Teacher T

wore after her marriage compared to that which she chose

before the event. Afterward, she came to school in
much more casual attire which highlighted her figure.
i'vhether this was caused by a change in seasons, by the
fact that many out-of-town relatives whom Teacher T

would surely have wished to impress had returned hone

after the wedding: oï in some way by a subtfe change in
her attitudes toward her own sexuallty is not a question
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which can be answered. Rather, it is reported here to
point out how subtle and yet significant how a person

feel-s about his or her sexuality is to the dynanics of
a classroom. The distance, aloofness of manner and.

clothing of Teaeher T, for the most part, emphasized

her femlninity and presented an image to her students

that would be quite in line with the concept of a

very tradltional female sex role.

Teacher A

fn Teacher Ars class, the three mechanisms of
cultural learning operated altogether dlfferently than

in the other two classes. To begln with, ì-t was obvlous

that reacher A held and used the por¡rer in her classes,
but unlike Teacher T, Teacher A did not use her power in
an authoritarian manner. Stud.ents in Teacher A's
class were well aware that Teacher A represented authority
and that her word was final, but reacher A seemed very
much more aware of the effects of that por{er on the

interaction between herself and her students. she was

able to gain their respect by being firm and sticking
to a decisi-on, but her decisions seemed to be made with
an awareness of all the factors affecting that declsion
and the human needs r¡¡hlch r¿ould be affected as well.
For example, Teacher A would decid.e on the course of
activities in each class perlod, but she pranned then
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i,'¡ith at l-east some consideration of the needs of both

her students and herself, and she would not glve in to
the pressure of students who wanted the plan changed

for Ínconsequential reasons. Her use of power in this
way seemed well thought out and thus was a fair distri-
bution of equality and authority. The fl_exibility
lncorporated in her androgyny would. have a1l_owed her

the freedom to decide when and how to use her power in
the best interests of individual-s in this or any other,
situation. Indirectly, then, students in Teacher Ars

class wielded some por¡rer in that their needs rrere taken

lnto consideration by Teacher 4.2[
In distributing rewards and punishment, Teacher

A would also be teaching fairness . She, like the other
two teachers, was quick to reward a student verbally
for the correct answer, and she often expressed a

real delight when a slower students gave a correct
ans''¡¡er. Since Teacher Ats behaviour was so very fow

keyr this delight was not effusive, but her smile or

inflectlon would convey approval to these students.

Because of her fe¡dnist bias, Teacher A also rewarded a

female student who expressed feninist id.eas in a piece

of writt"n *o"k.25 However, her fairness only allowed

her to make positive comments on the v¡ork, not to raise
the grade artificially because the work fit her bias.
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rn this way, Teacher A r^¡as teaching that womerÌ are as
inportant as men at the same time as she was rewarding
1ntell-ectual achievement for those students r¿ho seemed

interested. rn no way did reacher A ever make feminism
or sex-role stereotyping an issue in her classes, but
she was the only one of the three teachers observed
who would point out the existence of stereotyped views
of males a'd females to her students. Although this
interaction r,üas not observed, Teacher A tord the observer
that her students rüere used to sex-role stereotypes
being pointed out to then. Thus students in Teacher Ars
c]asses h/ere learning not to accept outright: the
traditional roles for mafes and femar-es, but at the
same time, they were not al_ienated from the issues by
the rrpreachÍngsrr of an over-zealous reformer.

Any punishment doled. out by Teacher A was fair.
rn addition to her tactic of maintaining sir_ence until
a recalcitrant student stopped. nisbehaving and, admoni_tion
through facial expressions, Teacher A prinished. both male
and female students who were not paying attention by
asking them several questions in a roui. They soon
had to pay attention. Thus the students learned that
Teacher A could insist upon a certain kind of acceptable
behaviour in the cl-assroom not by embarassing or ignoring
them but by pressure upon them and by one-to-one interaction
between herself and. the student while the rest of the class
walted for the lesson to continue.
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Teacher Ars kinesics reinforced her verbal
behaviour which placed no emphasis on gender differences
Her gestures rùere carried out wel-l within a small
personal space zone, and her only repetitive body

notion \,\ias facial expression, which usually evoked

improved behaviour on the part of a misbehaving stud.ent.

stereotypically rtunlady-liker'r she usualty taught by

sitting on a front student desk with her feet on the
deskrs seat and holding the text 1n one hand. she had.

only the other hand free to gesture, which she rarely
did. students would not really be conscious of reacher
Ars body language except as she was trying to teach

a foreign language. There r,rere no other messages.

Even when Teacher A warked among the rows of student
desks, kinesics conveyed no message other than subjeet-
matter instruction and reacher A's students would not
be faced with double blnds.

A most notable and significant finding for this
study was Teacher Ats ability to appropriately neutra-
rize sexuality as a factor operating in her classroom

while she seemed to elininate sex-role differences
entirely. Teacher A seemed. so at ease with her or^rn

sexuallty and so comfortable relating to either mafes

or females that it never was an issue. There \.^rere no
rrgames, with the boys and there hras no subtle messages

to devalue the girls. At the same tine, peïsonalities
were given free pI^y.26
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The difference between Teacher T and Teacher A

in this regard was extremely subtle but very important.
Teacher Tts overriding concern for teaching the subject
matter acted as a foil and. prohibited her from relating
to her students as people, but when that concern 

'rasrelaxed, she showed evidence of relating to mares, in
particular, in trad.itionally feminine ways. Teacher
A, on the other hand r even though she too luas ve'y
concerned with her subject, related to her students
as individuals without any trace of seductiveness
toward boys or indifference to gir1s. students in
Teacher A's class, therefore, wour-d not feer- that there
\.\ras one appropriate sex role for male students and
another for female students or that male and femare
students were treated in any way different from one
another.

Teacher M

i'rlhereas of arl the mechanisms observed in the
classrooms, the mechanism of power seemed most obvious
and inportant 1n the classroom of both reachers T and
A, although in different ways, it was not the dominant
feature of reacher Mrs erassroom. rn fact, Teacher M's
embivalence about sex-rore ideology probably was linked
to her ambivarent or confused educationar ideology.

since several students in Teacher Mrs class
dominated the cr-assroom, one could say that por,^rer ïras
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sometimes in the hands of these students and sometlmes

in the hands of reacher M. T?ris teacher, because of the
norms of the school culture which gave ul-ti¡rate authority
in the classroom to the teacher, r,Jas able to have the
final word. she could send, a student fron the room or
keep a student after class as punishment for violating
a crassToom norm, but that was the ultimate use of power.

Tnbetween there i^rere various forms of povrer, most of
which seemed meaningless for the students who r,,¡ere

misbehaving. For example, Teacher M often tried. to
exert power th:rough the use of minor threats--'rrf you

continue to arrive late r rou wifl have to stay after
class; " 'rrf you do not settle down and do your work,
you will not be allowed to leave early.,,27 What students
learned in these instances hras three-fold. First, the
misbehaving students learned that these threats were

not serious since they hrere rarely carried out. second,

the passive students learned that the aggressive,
attention-seeklng students usually got the attention they
I¡rere seeking. Third, all students learned. that reacher
M never carried through in her use of power, perhaps

because of her desire to seek approval as females have

been conditioned to do.2B

The students in Teacher Mrs class who were

disruptive also yielded a certain amor.rnt of power, and

it seemed to the observer that they were testlng Teacher
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M, afmost like smal-l children r,+ith a permissive mother,

to see how far they could extend that power. These

students were abfe to demand and get immed.iate attention
whenever they wished it sinply by creating a distur-
bance or talking out-of-turn. Even if the attention
they got was negative and in the form of verbal punish-

ment, since the punishment hel_d no meaning for them,

1n their eyes they must have felt successfur in getting
the attention they desired.

The most vocal students in Teacher Mrs class

also shared in decision-making. Although reacher M

decided upon the class activities and their sequence,

she often altered them if there vrere too many negative
comments from the class about her decision. For s¡ample1

if she had decided that the cl-ass woul-d take a quiz
at the end of the period or d.iscuss their worksheets,

she i,¡ould announce this and if there i^iere too many

rroutraged" studentsr she would. bow to the pressuïe and

yield her decision-naking polrer. Mrat happenedr of
course) was that the negative con:nents most often ',¡¡ere

loudest and strongest from the problem studentsr so

Teacher M l¡as, once again, transferring some of her por¡rer

to the vocal minority, for they never represented the
majority of the clas 

".29
The system of reward and punishment enployed.

by Teacher M has already partially been discussed..
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I'{hatever p'nishment she did try to exert was falrly
ineffectual. Rewards, however, were another matter.
Teacher M would make the usual comments to students
who gave correct ansl¡/ers or who did exceptionally well
on a test- However, she rewarded other behaviours of
which she no doubt was unaware. For s¡ample, she
inadvertently rewarded aggressive behaviour on the part
of male students by neeting their attention needs.
However, the times this observer was av¡are of femare
students acting aggïessivelyr e-g. r continuous talking,
or kidding with a boy in a seat across the aisle,
Teacher Mrs comments r\rere effective in curbing the
dlsturbing behaviour. Apparently the femares who

attenpted to behave in a non-traditionar_ way were quick
to respond in a traditional way when an authority
figure reprimanded them. They arso apparently did not
relish the negative attention Teacher M bestowed on

them as the ¡rales did.
Unlike Teachers T and A, a large part of the

effect reacher M had upon her students .!ras a direct
result of her sexuality and the kineslcs through which
this sexuality was exhibited. unrike Teacher T, whose
sexuality was peripheral and a subtre influence upon
cul-tural learning in the crassroom, and reacher A, whose
sexual-i-ty was taken for granted, Teacher M had a much
more physlcal presence and projected. a rather alluring
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1mage. One sensed that Teacher M, who was immaculately

groomed and dressed i-n the latest hlgh-fashion cJ_othing,

saw herself as sophisticated 1n style and manner and

yet personabl-e and very amiable. She had a captivating

charm, and she knew the art of maximizing her finest
features. The inage she presented to her class was

far from any stereotyped image of the I'schoolmarmrr of
yesteryear. Particularly noticeable were Teacher Mts

clothes whlch were often soft or bright colours and had

soft, flowing lines. Surely her students learned that
to be female meant enphasizing oners best features in
garments whlch vrere eye-catchì-ng and often sensual.

Like Teacher T, Teacher M was exceedingly feminine, but

Teacher M's feminlnity was more distinetly sexual.

Teacher M's kinesics provided dlrect links with
expressj-ons of her sexuality and served to illuminate her

mixed sex-role ideology. 0n the one hand, one senses

that she had learned well the lesson of how females

attract males and her personality carried strong traces

of this sex-ro1e learning. She had been well soclalized
into a traditional female sex role, and she had probably

been extremely successful in reaping its rrrewardsrr of
male attention. However, since she held, a mixed sex-

role 1d.eo1ogy, she was often at odds r,¡ith this socialization
and so she projected a conglomeration of attitudes and

values and expressed. them often in curious ways.
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Teacher M unconsciously reacted to her male

students as tradition demands vJ'omen react to males--
deferring to their dernand.s, engaging in banter with
then, and maintaining less of a personal space d.istance
between herself and them. Her body language--gestures,
inflection and the like--\,rere very typically feninine,
not forceful or assertive. she rarely wrote on the
chalkboard a¡d rarely gestured., but she moved about

the room more than either Teachers T or A. when she

walked amongst the students, she moved closer to them

and so their attentlon needs were satisfied to an even

greater extent.

rn one particular instance of deference, Teacher

M told one male student that he could not go to the
door to talk to a friend of his, but he ignored her
comment and did so anyway. i,r/hen he returned to his
seat, Teacher M did. not reprimand him but instead
reminded hin that he had not closed the classïoom door.
Teacher M then said. no more to h1¡r. she obviously was

deferring to a male student who was older than the

others in the class, a football player, and one with
whom she had previously had no l-uck in making follow
the class norms. Teacher M ignored his display of
rudeness and misbehaviour. perhaps she sinply did not
feel that punishment would serve any purpose, but the
other students 1n the class may have learned that
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aggressive, rude males are able to exert por¡/er over

females regardless of the legitimate authority vested

in the position occupied by the female, and simply by

virtue of being male.

A very slgnifleant use of kinesi_cs in Teacher

Mrs class became apparent as students would ask her

to come to their desks for help. In all observable

cases, Teacher M maintained a greater personal space

distance from female students than from male students.

To help f emales, Teacher M woul_d often give verbal

instructions or show them how to perform a job by

telling them what to do. IÄIith male students, Teacher

M most often wrote on their notebooks for them; or

reached across them to show them how to perform a task.

Thus female students would learn that between females

there is to be a greater distance maintained. than

between a female and male of any age. One wonders,

however, what learning the males were acquiring in
these interactions. To be sure, certain male students

had a great d.eal of questions to ask when Teacher M

was willing to answer then personally, and perhaps

a form of the double bind was operating here--male

stud.ents \Àr'ere being given conflicting messages. Thus

the assignment of males and females to traditional
statuses and involvement in the traditional pattern of
sexual "gameslr was the learning which was most often

reinforced 1n Teacher Mrs class.
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Su¡n:mary

0f course, the three mechanisms of culturaf learning

described in this study are not the only ones which

could be identified as those mechanisms through which

cultural learning in the classroom takes place; they

r,{ere, however, the most obvi_ous arid probably most

significant ones in the classrooms of these three teachers.

What can one deduce from these findings? Although

it was expected that there would be overt dis crimination

or differences based on gender, especially as one moved

more toward the tradltlonal pole on the eontinuum of

sex-role ideology, this was not observed. It is a

tribute to all three teachers that there were few

observable differences in any teacherts overt treatment

of males and females in their clasqes. Yet perhaps it
is not at the conscious level that discrimination is
the most insldious.

What was expected and found was that ideology,

especially sex-ro1e ideology, affected the cultural
learning which occurred in the classroom. fn afl three

classes, the teachersr ideologies were associated with
their classroom behavioltr, their attitudes tol¡ard their
role as teacher and the roles which their students

should perform. Through observation of thelr use of
power, kinesics and their expressions of seruality,
the researcher observed the processes of cultural
learning from very traditional attitudes and. values to
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those which 'u¡ere much more human or androgynous, each

corï'esponding to a teacher's expressed iedology on the

three-part instrument given prior to the observational

period.

It has been pointed out that the teachersl

frameworks very definitely affected the cultural
learning which occurred in their interactions r,¡ith students

and, according to expectation, the teachers seemed

unaware of the informal learning occurring in their
classrooms. Perhaps Teacher A was most ari¡are of the

hidden currj-culum of sex roles and sexuality in the

classïoom, and she certainly did the most to teach

equality at the cogni-tive l-evel and to make the issue

of sex roles a non-issue in her classroom. Teachers T

and. M, however, seemed oblivious to the cultural learning

about sex roles and to the role their or¡rn sexuality
played in the process, and it was in these two 'classes

that the cultural learning about sex roles was the most

tradition-boi-ind and most covert.

An i-manticipated finding in this study revolves

aror.rnd the way that power, tradiiionally seen as a

component of the masculine role, r,ras used by Teachers

T and M. I¡rlhereas Teacher M suffered conflict over

her use of power in terms of class control and the system

of reward and punishment, Teacher T seemed to have no

problem playing the role of teach"t3o in a way which
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might have caused a great deal_ of confl_ict with her

expressed sex-role ideology. Since power and authority
are a mal-e's domain, it should have been most difficult
for Teacher T to util-ize that po\¡rer in a domineerlng,

forceful way. Instead, she may have resorted to manip-

ulation, verbal aggressi-on or defense-oriented behaviour

within the class. Furthermore, Teacher T may have been

able to use power in the masculj-ne-delegated sense.

lühether she lras able to do this consistently and with-
out any sense of conflict with her presumed femlnine

need for expressiveness and love is not known.

The fact that Teacher T was able to nm her cl_assroom

with a great deal of power and authority and at the same

time exhibit no observable conflict must be explained

further by the way she had thoroughly compartmentalized

her life so that outside the classroom, her traditional
feminine role ideology permeated her life. Inside the

classroom, however, she assumed an attitude of "liberal
professlonalismrr which allol^¡ed her to ignore sex-ro1e

stereotypes and eliminate typically feminine behaviours

in order to play the teacher role in the most effective
way she knew. Certain of her femininlty outsj_de the

classroom, she could adopt masculine strategies to

accomplish the necessary tasks of teaching. Thus the

traditional female,'rho in less well-defined ci-rcrmstances

might have been u¡.comfortable with many forms of power,
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was able to use power very effectively when she but-
tressed herself with rules, norms and certainties r¿hich

accompany the role, in this case the teacher role. Her
effective use of legitimate por,üeï may only be possible
in her role as deputy to a mafe higher 1n authority,
like a principal, a father or a husband.

such is not the case with reacher M. Her mixed.

sex-role ideology did not provide her with a definite
sense of unified, or even compartmentali zed, self: and

she often appeared confused about proper rore behaviour.
Thus her ambivalence about whether to use the legiti-
mate por/¡er she acc¿ulres in her trad.itional teacher role
or the power her femininity and sexuality often assures
in other contexts, caused her to be less effectlve a

teaeher than Teacher T who holds a traditional sex-
role ideology.

There seem to be various implications of these
interpretations for those concerned with the education
of adolescents. some of these, as well as their limita-
tions and drawbacks, will be discussed in chapter six.
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FOOTNOTES

CHAPTER FIVE

1Th" extremely fast pace of the lessons and the
exclusively teacher-directed style j_n Teacher Trs
class certainly ru¡ere factors in the absence of sex-role
l-inked attitudes and behaviours. Teacher T seemed to
treat males and females alike perhaps because she was
so determined to keep up the pace of the fesson that
she did not even seem aware of which students i,/ere males
and which females. Her attention and sole effort rrere
on transmitting subject matter to her students, and she
lÀ/as almost oblivlous to any other dj-mension of l_ife i_n
the classroom.

In Teacher Mrs class, the uneven split of twenty-
seven males and five females plus the fact that the
males ïiere the discipline problems seemed to preclude
any valid concl-usion about differential treatment based
on gender by Teacher M. Had the class population been
more evenly split, or had any of the females been
dis cipline problems, different attitudes and behaviours
toward. males and femal-es may have occurred in this
clas sroom.
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CONCLUSION

A teacher's sex-rol-e ideology fall-s somewhere

between the two poles of an androgynous ideology and a

traditional ideology and. sex-role ideology may be

deterrni-ned by a three-part instrument consisting of

questionnaires and dilernmas which investigate personality

attributes, role expectations and. behavioural orlen-

tations regarding the female sex rol-e.

A personrs ideology is such a strongly held

system of beliefs that it comes with a teacher lnto

the classroom. Using the methods of the ethnographer,

an observation of the classrooms of three sel-ected

teachers showed that learning was occurring both covertly

and overtly and that some of this learning was about

gender. ft was then d.etermined that power, kinesi-cs

and sexr.ality in these three classrooms were the

mechanisms through which most cultural learning about

what 1s masculine and what is feminine was achieved"

Teachers T, M and A were able to demonstrate the overlap

and" connection between how they felt about and used power,

130
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how they corrununicated often-conflicting messages through
the kinesic communication system, and how they fel_t
about their olün sexuality and its effects upon their
students, all within the culture of the classroom.

ïhe results of the ethnography show that femare
teachers with certain ideologies behave 1n certain r,^rays,

and in some Ïray eommunicate very special cultural
'rinformatlon" through this proeess of cul_tural learning.
For example, the teacher with a very traditional sex-
role ideology behaved consistently within a traditionally
femini-ne role outside the classroom. However, her
rigidity carried over into her classroom behaviour
insofar as she could. assume a much more ,masculinerr

posture when she placed herself in the teacher role. Her

class was run with mueh more authority and control
than one night have expected from a femare who held such
a traditional sex-role 1d,eology. Nevertheless, her efforts
to control absol.utely her ol\rn sexuality, connected with
her nevertheless feminine body movements, can be seen

as consi-stent with her traditional sex-role orientation.
The mechanisms analyzed. also served to point out

the consistency between Teacher Mrs behaviour and a

mlxed sex-role id.eology. Her sex-role ideology was

characterized by ambj-valence, and her uncertain use of
po\4rer, the nixed messages about her sexuallty, and the
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varying forms her body motlon took, likewise expressed

this ambivalence. observations of her classes seemed

to show that she was torn by her trad.itional socÍ ariza-
tion and her intellectual understanding of mare/fe¡lale
equality and thus often acted in conflictlng !¡ays.

The analysis of power, ki-nesics and. sexuality
in Teacher Ars cl-ass ar-so served. to illuninate the andro-
gynous ideology. Teacher A's power r,¡as used in a

flexible \.day; kinesics did not get in the way of cog-

nition, and sexual- responses \^rere appropriate to the
classroom situation. Because of these factors, the roles
of the sexes in the androgynous teacherrs class were

communicated as undifferentiated.
Thus there was an interaction between a teacher's

sex-role ideology in the context of the culture of the
classroom, and the cultural learning which oceurs in the
classroom. The mechanisms of power, ki_nesics and sexuality
stood out as teacher behaviour in each of these three
classrooms was observed. Furthermore, it was found .that
teachers were indeed r-maware of the informal, cultural
models which their classrooms served âsr and. that sex-

role learning opportr-irrities of a very subtl_e kind were

being presented as the three teachers acted out their
perceptions of fenale roles. Finally, it was also for-md

that the teacherrs sex-roIe ideology affected the enploy-
ment of the mechanisms analyzed 1n this study.
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This study has shown that an ethnography can

describe the processes of cultural learning in class-

rooms and, at the same time shed light on the mechanisms

through which cultural learning occurs. It has also

shov¡n the differences in classrooms of three teachers

who subscribe to different sex-role ideologies. Thus

the process of observation within the natural setting

of the school culture can offer much to the researcher

who wishes to describe how learning occurs.

There is much to be cautious about, however, in

carrying out ethnographies 1n schools. Although this

research tool has tremendous potential for the analysis

of a culture, it also has its drawbaeks. A dispassionate

role on the part of the observer must always be main-

tained. To be sure, each observer carries with him or

her a set of values and beliefs which provide a window

through whlch the culture will be viewed. This can

affect the observatlon to varying degrees, depending

upon the subjectivity to which the observer opens him

or herself. The problem can become magnified if the

observer is a participant observer as in the case of

teachers who wish to assess their oI^In classrooms or

even the classrooms of colleagues in the same school.

There is a case to be made here for use of an outside

observer, but, of course, outside observers can never

be as aware of the subtleties of interactions in which
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they take no part. This is the reason that ethnographers

must be trained in ob jecti-ve assessment and. accurate,

detailed field notation. If a particlpant observer

record.s all- the significant events and the processes

through r,¡hich each action goes, there is a better chance

that the observatlon will be a more objective and accurate

one.

At the other extreme, attempts have been made to
make field observations more objective by quantifying
the activities and movements observed. Flanders through

his interaction analysis scales, Birdwhistefl through

his counting of eye movement, and Mehrabian with his
scoring criteria and categories for observing and

measuring nonverbal behaviour have attempted to systema-

tize and objectify anthropological observation. Often

the result of such counting and charting, however, is
quantitative data about insignifieant events. Even more

unfortunately, the observer ln¡ho is busily counting the

number of times a teacher acts in a discrlminating way

because of gender differences, may miss highly significant
ínteractions whlch may be occurring at the same time.

The trained observer must be abl_e to sort out and judge,

often without any advance warning, what is significant
to make note of, and what interactions may be noted

only mentally. 0n1y a camera can record. every inter-
actlon, and then someone must vlew the film to find meanings

in the interactions.
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Another problem with ethnography in schools is

the almost insurmountable problen of gaining the trust

of those involved so that permission for the obser-

vation will be granted. Since anyone woul-d be leary

of being I'watched" over a period of ti-me with no chance

of seeing how he or she is "doingr'r it should be no

surprise that teaehers are not generally willing to

particlpate in ethnographic studies. It is the rare

teacher who wil-l agree to an unknovrn person attending

hls or her classes daily over a period of time. An

untenable situation would be the one in which the prin-

cipal insists that aay of the teachers in his or her

school participate in an ethnography.

Once permission has been granted, ti-netabling and

mai-ntenance of any kind of controlr e.B.: same grade,

subject or time of day and so or: become the next

problems to be solved in an ethnography in schools.

Especially at the secondary school l-evel, there exists

such a wj-de variety of curricular choice for students

that to control even one of the variabl-es ri-f one is

trying to observe several classrooms, is very difficult.

The more control one attempts to Bet: the more "ti-gh¡"
things become. Thus the observer will have to juggle

many situational factors in trying to set up the

obs ervatlon.
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0f what value, then, is an ethnography which

analyzes cultural- learning of sex roles in second.ary

schools? In the first place, the study can be a starting
point in first-hand analysis of the conditions r.rnder

t,¡hich learning occurs. Few studies have analyzed what

is presented in schools about sex roles; fewer still
have analyzed how sex-role learning occurs in the class-
rooms of our second.ary schools.

Recognition of sex-ro1e stereotyping and differen-
tial treatment based on gender has recently been given

token attention, but the changes have been largely in
the area of curriculum and materials. If, as this study

points out, the teacher is one of the most powerful

influences on students' cultural learning, then no

amorrnt of non-sexlst textbooks and co-ed physical_ educa-

tion programs will have as much inpact upon studentst

sex-role learning as will the teacher's attitudes in the

context of the classroom. Mal-es and femafes may be

allowed to take the same courses or even encouraged

equally to pursue further education, but if males and

females receive different messages about rrproperlr

attitudes, values and behaviours from their teachers ,

then the latterts influence wil-l have much more effect
upon sex-role learning.

Since it has become more acceptable, indeed, often
rrvogue" to be i-n agreement with the more palatable tenets
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of feminism, many female teaehers today r,uould see

themselves as more "liberated" than "traditionalrl
females. For example, the trequal pay for equal !¡ork"

principle is one that 1s difficult to be against,

especially if one is already in the labour force. There-

fore; probably few teachers would blatantly discrininate
agalnst female students who violate some of the norms

of the female role (e.g., female students whose clothing
appears to be r-misexual- would not be chastised to dress

in a more lady-like fashion). Most ,teachers seem: at

least consciously, to be working toward equallty for
females, but few have reached the other pole--androgyny.

Thus many teachers are probably simil_ar to Teacher M

in this study, and inconsistency of action as well as

ambivalence would characteri-ze their attitudes, values

and behaviours. This ambivalence could be a souree

of conflict and concern for many students.

As well as rewriting textbooks and striving for
curricular changes, perhaps those concerned with non-

sexist education should be concentrating upon teachers

at all school levels. If the maxim that rrmore is caught

than taughtil is in any smal1 way true, then cul-tural-

learning about sex roles is highly influenced by the

manner in which a teacher plays her many roles.
Enlarglng upon this premise, one could say that

the teacher should become the pivotal point in any
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educational change. If the teacher can influence the

culture in the classroom to the extent that has been

shown in this ethnographyr then any educational change

must focus upon the teacher. Too often, changes are

made in buildings, curriculum and textbooks in order

to reach partieular goals, but the classroom teacher is
left out of the planning stages. Then the teacher is
asked to lmplement the changes and. something goes

arrry. Could it not be that through certain mechanisms--

such as the ones identified in this study--the teacherts
belief system is transmitted, and the changes either
succeed or fail? Therefore, the teacher has so influenced

the knowledge map of the classroom that the educational-

change or innovation must be seen in the light of this
culture. If one \^rere to consider the role the teacher
plays in influencing the learning which occurs in the

classroom, one could see how arry edueational change

would need the support or acquiescence of the class-

room teacher.

Although our schools have begun to see male and

female students as students first and feminine/masculi-ne

second, they cannot fully plan for non-sexist educatÍon

if they do not understand how the teacherrs ideology

affects the cultural learni-ng of the classroom. This

study isolated only three mechanisms through whlch this
cultural- learning takes p1ace. Hopefully subsequent
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studies may isolate different mechanisms of culturaf
learning and then begin to see what kinds of corïe-
lations there are between various variables. rmportant

to research further would also be the cause and effect
relationships, if arryt between a teacher's attitude
or behauiour in any given situation a¡d a studentrs

attitude or behavlour. This study is a beginning;
hopefully it will give some new direction and focus to
research into sex-role learning in secondary schools.
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APPENDIX A

Part I - WHAT ARE FEMALES LIKE?

Indi cate on a s cale f rom 1 (rrnever
characteristic") to 5 ("always or
teristictr) how well you think each
or describes r^romen, in general.

introve rte d
Never or
almos t
never

or almost never
afmost always charac-
r^¡ord(s ) characte yizes

-T-- Always or
almos t
always

pas s ive

leader

emoti onal

independent

virtuous

individualis t
as s ertive

i rrati onal

f amil-ial

ambitious

a

____T-

2
_--_2-

1

-- 1--=-

___3-_--T-_-5-
--T-- --t--

__--E-



Part II - Below are

and then anst¡er the

as ful1y as possible
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APPENDIX B

three stories.
questions asked.

on the reasons

Read each

Ple as e

for your

one carefully
el-ab orate

answer.

Case A

Nora Ctrambers is a happily_marri ed 2J_year_o1d
l/oman. Married to a department store sales manager and
the mother of a hearthy two-year-ord. son, she seems to
her neighbours to be the moder- canadian rdoman. And yetr
Nora often feels anxious or depressed. J-ately. More and
more she has been thinking that she needs to get out of
the house to d.o different things. Before the blrth of
her sonr Nora worked as a receptionist in a med.ical office,
and she has been thinking seriously about going back to
work. The time away from home, Nora feels, might give
her a r¿hore ner¡/ outrook on her marriage and fanily,
and she thinks her son would benefit from the experiences
he l¡ould get at the local daycare centre.

Nora knows, however, that raising the issue
with her husband' will mean another fight. BÍfr, her
husband, feels his lvifers place is at home raising their
son, and he afso befieves that, with the cost of day care,
transportation, clothing and lunch money, the added income
wouldn't amount to very much at afr. And yet Nora feers
she is mi-ssing something by staying home all the t'me.
ldhat shoul_d Nora do? Idhy?
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Case B

Marianne is a rather plain=looking but very

bright trtrr year student at the l-ocal university. studies

come easy to Marianne, but dates do not. Over the past

year, most of her friends have become engaged or married.,

and this bothers Marianne. She has had a few dates

over the past six months, but most of these men seemed

intimidated by Marianne ts intelligence.
A fel¡ weeks ago Marianne met a ne\.^r man, Paul

to whom she has become very attracted. Paul seems very

interested in the things Marianne is doing, and he is
one of the first men to ask her out more than twice.

Marianne and Paul- seemed to be getting along

very well until Marianne realized that Paul occasionally

showed evidence of being threatened by her. Because of
this insecurity, Paul tries to outwit Marianne in smal_l

matters--games t pvzzles, trivia contests. Although on

some occasions Marianne finds she could have r,/on, she

finds herself allowing him to win more and more.

What should Marianne do? htry?
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Case C

John and Sylvia Casey are two teachers,

both in their early 30sr who have been married for five
years. John is getting increasingly impatient to

father children, but Sylvia enjoys her teaching job

and doesnrt want to give it up. Pressure from friends

and relatives has ad.ded to the tension between them

over the issue of raising a family. Sylvia loves John,

but she is not sure she is suited to motherhood.

John and Sylvia have had many serious argu-

ments over this issue. After one particularly lengthy

argument, John tofd Sylvia that he wants a child or a

divorce "

\¡Jhat should Sylvia do? Why?
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APPENDIX C

Part III - OCCUPATIONS

This questionnaire asks for your views on the occupations
you feel v¡omen should hold. Please place and rrxrr on one
of the five spaces for each item. Then, for items 2-\,
list the occupations and your reasons for each.

1. All occupations
should be open to
\^Iomen ' sEFongrt Ãgtee undecided Di,agree StrongTf

À o¡aa

2" Certain occu-
pations should only
be filled by
women.

Disagree

Strongly Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
Agre e Dis agree

IF YOU AGREE OR STRONGLY AGREE, NAME SOME OF THESE OCCUPATIONS:

0ccupations
1.
-.
fJ.
Lr

3. Certain occupations
suit women better
than men.

Re as ons
1.
2.
f
J.
Lr

Strongly Agree Undecided Dis agree Strongly
Agre e Dis agree

IF YOU AGREE OR STRONGLY AGREE, NAME SOME OF THESE OCCUPATIONS:

+. +.

+. Ttrere are certain
occupations \,^romen
should not hold.

SEronsii Isree Úñãeãj-ded Disasrãã S€ronsTt
Agree Disagree

]F YOU AGREE OR STRONGLY AGREE, NAME SOME OF THESE OCCUPATIONS:

0 ccupati ons
1.
¿.
?

0 c cup ati ons
l

¿.

ì,

Reas ons
1.
2.
J.

Reas ons
1

¿.
'l

tr
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APPENDIX D

1,\/HAT D0 Y'U THINK?

Ttre following are a series of statements
opinion on. There are no
space r-mder each statement
on the statement. If you

r,^¡e would like your
" ri ghtrr ansr,t¡e rs . Pleas e che ck the
which best reflects your opinion

are not sure, check undecided.

1. It is more important for a wife to help her husband's
career than to have a career hez"sel-f .

Strongly
Agree

2. The idea
competi ti on

Strongly
Agree

Agree

of yor-mg girls
is ridiculous.

Unde cide d

Undecided

for a hloman to
is for a man"

b-.,..".=.?l,!:"..-"'¿q.",Þ.,'ã

Di s agre e

Dis agre e

Strongly
Disagree

Agree

3. The relative amoults of
on the one hand, and to home
should be determined by onel
rather than by oners sex.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

participating in minor hockey

Unde cl de d Strongly
Di s agree

time and energy devoted to a career
and family on the other hand,

s personal desires and, interests

Dis agree Strongly
Di s agree

+. It is more important
dress beconingly than it
Strongly
Agree

Â oroo¿!br vv

5. The old saying that
still basically true and

Strongly
Agree

6. A woman
men and keep

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

keep her figure and

Unde cided Dis agre e Strongly
Dis a gre e

rra womanrs place is in the honnerr is
should remai-n true.

Unde ci ded Di s agreeAgree

should refrai-n from being too
her peace rather than show a

Agre e Unde ci ded

Strongly
Dis agre e

competitive ir¡ith
man he is wrong.

Dis agre e

7. A woman whose job involves contact with the publicr e.8.:
salesperson or teacher, should not continue to work when
she is noticeably pregnant.

S trongly
Di s agr ee

Strongly
Dis agre e

Agree Unde ci ded Di s agree



B. The husband should
major family decisions,
oï car.
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take primary
such as the

responsibility for
purchase of a home

Strongly
Agree

Agree

9. In groups that have
is appropriate that top

Unde Ci de d Dis agree

both male and femal-e members,
leadership positions be held

Strongly
Di s agree
i!l_u

by males.

Strongly
Agree

10. Unless it
s chool- aged

Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
Disagree

is economically necessary: married women who have
children should not work outsid.e the home.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Undecided

1 1 . If there are two candidates for a job
a woman, and the woman is slightly better
should nevertheless go io the man because
have a fanily to support.

Di s agre e Strongly
Dis agre e

, one a man and. the other
qualified, the job
he is likely to

Strongly
Agree

Agree Undecided Disagree

which the wife and
of supporting the

Strongly
Di s agree

husband shoufd
fami 1y.

12. Marriage is a partnership in
share the economic responsiblity

Strongly
Agree

13. A woman
require her
j ob.

Agre e

should not accept
fanily to move and

Unde ci ded Dis agre e

a career promotion if
her husband to find

Strongly
Di s agree

it woul-d
another

Strongly
Agree

Agree Undeclded Di s agree Strongly
Dis agree

1+. A married woman who chooses not to have children because
she prefers to pursue her career should not feel- guilty.

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Dis agre e

Agre e Unde ci ded Dis agree



15" Unless it is
have preschool-age

1+B

economi cally necessary, married women who
chifdren should not work outside the home.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

)a
1 ô. lt i s generally
department compos ed

Unde ci ded

better to have a man
of both men and women

Disagree Strongly
Dis agree

at the head of a
employees.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Undecided

17. A hu-sband should not feel
a larger salary than he does.

r-incomfortable if his wife earns

Dis agree Strongly
Di s agree

Strongly
Agree

i B. It is all

Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
Disagree

right for women to hold local political offices.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Unde ci ded Dis agre e Strongly
Dis agree

19. A male student and a female student are equally qualified
for a certain scholarship; it should be awarded to the nale
student on the grounds that he has greater rtcareer potential.r'

Strongly Agree
Agree

20. The use of profane
more objectionable than

Undecided

or obs cene language
the same usage by a

Dis agree Strongly
Di s agree

by a vroman is no
man.

Strongly Agree Undecided
Â orao¡rb¿ vv

21. It is certainly acceptable for boys,
to play with dolls.

Disagree 
Blå:Ëi:Ë

as well as girls,

Strongly
Agree

Agree Undeci ded

22. Girls should primarily be counseled
vocations such as nursing: public school-
science, etc.

Disagree Strongly
Di s agre e

to enter "femininertteaching, library

Strongty
Agree

Strongly
Dis agree

Agre e Unde cided Di s agr ee



23. l,Iomen should not
form of athletics.

f )ro

feel inhibited about competing in any

Strongly Agree Undecid.ed
A oroa

2+" Parents should encourage just as
their daughters as in their sons.

Disagree Strongly
Di s agre e

much independence in

Strongly
Agree

Agree

25. \¡Iomen should
have traditionally
lineman.

Unde ci ded

be able to compete with
belonged to men, such

Disagree Strongly
Di s agree

men for jobs that
as telephone

Strongly Agree
Agre e

26. Tt is o.k. for a wife
to.

Undecided Disagree Strongly
Dis agre e

to retain her maiden name if she wants

Strongly
Agree

27. There
Minister of

Agree

is no reason
Canada.

Undecided

why a woman

Di s agree

not be Prime

Strongly
Dis agree

should

Strongly
Agree

28. Career
parents and

Agree

ed,ucation for
teachers than

Unde ci de d

boys should have
career education

Dis agree Strongly
Di s agree

higher priority with
for gir1s.

Strongly
Àaroo

Agre e Unde ci de d Dis agree Strongly
Dis agree

29. Even though a wife works outside the home, the
husband should be the main breadwinner and the wife shou]d
have the responsibility for running the household.

Strongly
Agree

S-urongly
Disagree

Agree Und e cided Di s agree
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30. In elementary school, girls should vrear dresses rather thanslacks or jeans to school.

Strongly
Agree

31. It is
the chur-ch

Agree Unde cided

acceptable for a woman to
clergy.

Disãgreiä*

become a member of

Strongly
Di s agree

Strongly
Dis agree

Strongly
Agree

Agree Unde cided

32. It is acceptable for women
political offj-ces in provincial

Di s agree

to hold important elected
and federal government.

Strongly Agree
Âo¡oo

33. It is not a good
care for the chifdren
outside the home.

Unde ci ded Disagree Strongly
Dis agree

idea for a husband to stay home and
while his wife is employed full-time

S-r"rong1y
Agree '

3+. The only
may not marry

Agree Unde ci d.ed

reason girls need career
or remain married.

Disagree Strongly
Di s agre e

edueation is that they

Strongly
Agree

35. There is
his seat to a

Agree Unde ci de d

no .particular reason why
woman who is standing on

Dis agree Strongly
Disagree

a man should. always offer
a crowded bus.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

36. Men shoùld be
have traditionally
operator.

Undecided Disagree Strongly
Dis agree

able to compete with rromen for jobs that
belonged to women, such as telephone

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Dis agree

Agre e Undecided Di s agree
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APPENDIX E

Mayr 1977

Please place a check mark along each line which best

represents your o\^/n feelings about each statement:

Strongly No Strong
Agree Agree Feeling Disagree Disagree

Strongly

1. Children are innately
'curious and will explore
thelr environment with-
out adult intervention.

2. Exploratory beha-
viour is self-
perpetuating.

3. The child wil-l
display natural explor-
atory behavÍour if he
is not threatened.

+. Students have both
the competence and the
right to make signifi-
cnat declsions con-
cerning their own
learnlng.

5. Students will be
likely to learn if they
are given conslderable
choice 1n the selec-
ti-on of the materials
they wish to work with
and in the choice of
questions they wish to
pursue wlth respect
to those materials.

6. Given the oppor-
timity, students wil-1
choose to engage in
activities which wil-1
be of high interest
to them.
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Strongly
Agre e

No Strong Strongly
Agree Feeling Disaeree Di s asree

7. If a student is fu11y
involved in and is having
fun with an activity,
learning 1s taking place.

B. \¡lhen two or more
students are interested
in exploring the same
problem or the same
materials, they will_
often choose to co1-
laborate in some way.

9. I¡/hen a student learns
something which is lmpor-
tant to him or her, he/
she will wish to share
it with others.

10. Students learn
and develop intellectually
not only at thelr ornrn
rate but in thelr own
s tyle.

11 . Stud.ents pass
through similar stages of
intellectual develop-
ment, each in his /her
ov¡n ïray and at hi.s /her own rate and in
his,/her own time.

12. fntelleetual_ growth
and development take
place through a sequence
of concrete experiences
followed by abstrac-
ti ons .

1 3. Verbal abstractlons
should fol-low direct
experience with objects
and ideas, not precede
them or substitute
for then.
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Strongly No Strong
Asree Agree Feelins

Strongly
Disasree Disasree

14. Errors are neces-
sarily a part of the
learning process; they
are to be expected and
even desired, for they
contain information
essential for further
le arning.

15. Those qualities of
a personrs learning
which can be carefully
measured are not neces-
sarily the most impor-
tant.

16. 0bjeetive measures
of performance may have
a negative effect upon
learning.

17. Learning is best
assessed intuitively,
by direct observation.

1 B. The best way of
evaluating the effect
of the school exper-
ience on the child is to
observe him or her over
a long period of time.

19. The quality of being
is more important than
the quality of knowing;
knowledge is a means of
education not its end.
The final test of an
education is what a
person is, not what he
or she knows.

20. I{nowledge is a
function of oners personal
integration of ercper-
ience anC. therefore
d,oes not fall into
neatly separate
categories or
rrd,is ciplines . "



15+

Strongly No Strong Strongly
Agree Agree Feeling Disagree Disagree

21. Little or no
knourledge exists which
it is essential for
everyone to acquire.

22. It is possible, even
1ike1y, that an indi-
vidual may learn and
possess knowledge of a
phenomenon and yet be
unabl-e to display it
publicly. Knowledge
resides with the knower,
not in 1ts pub11c
expression.
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